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Chairman Waxman, thank you for the opportunity to testify today. I was Fannie
Mae's chief credit officer from 1987 to L989 and head of marketing and product
management for 3 years before that. I left the company in 1989 and since then I
have specialized in providing mortgage finance related consulting services. Since

leaving Fannie Mae,I have followed the GSEs closely.

The data problem with home mortgages:

Many market observers are not aware that there is surprisingly little consistent
information available about the size of the subprime market and the contribution of
Fannie and Freddie to its growth. My testimony today will bring together all the

available information that I could find in my research, and will contain information
that has not to my knowledge been published anywhere else.

There are a total of approximately 25 million subprime and Alt-A loans

outstanding, with an unpaid principal amount of over $4.5 trillion. The data and

computations necessary to derive these numbers are included in Attachment 1.

Because of customs developed years ago in the mortgage markets, subprime and
Att-A loans may show up in both subprime and prime databases.

The loans purchased or securitized by Fannie and Freddie, which were once solely
prime loans, are still now included in databases of prime loans, eyen though 34

percent of Fannie and F reddie's loans should now properly be classified as

subprime, Alt-A, or other non-prime loans. For this reason, using a common
defïnition of subprime as those borrowers with weak credit histories as evidenced by
a FICO score below 6601, there are many more subprime borrowers reported as

prime (10 million) than reported as subprime (5 mitlion)2. In addition, the Att-A or

"liîr" loan is generally not classified as subprime, because the FICO score of the
borrower was generally above 660, but this loan was the favorite of the real estate

speculator, and are currently defaulting at rates approaching those of subprime
loans. For example, I estimate that one million of the GSEs' Alt-A loans had no

down payment, using the high risk 80/20 piggy back loan financing vehicle.



For historical reasons, these loans are also carried in databases as prime loans when
they \Mere purchased by Fannie and Freddie, which conveniently allowed them to
deny that they were active in the subprime market. This created tremendous
disclosure problems for the industry, since a massive portion of subprime, Alt-A
and other non-prime lending has long been hidden behind Fannie and Freddie's

"prime" façade. Accordingly, there are many more subprime and Alt-A
mortgages outstanding today than many people suppose, because half of all these
loans are held or securitized by Fannie and Freddie and yet are carried in many
databases as prime loans.

As I will discuss later, the purchase of large numbers of subprime loans and Alt-A
loans was justified by the GSEs because they helped meet affordable housing goals.

As outlined in the attachments to this testimony, I estimate that there are 25 million
subprime, Alt-A, and non-prime loans currently outstanding, about half of them
held or guaranteed by Fannie and Freddie, and these loans are the sourcF
although not the exclusive source---of the financial crisis we now confront. They are
currently defaulting at unprecedented rates.

Fannie and Freddie's roles in the current crisis:

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac played multiple roles in what has come to be known
as the subprime lending crisis.

Fannie and Freddie went from being the watchdogs of credit standards and
thoughtful innovators (see Attachment 2) to the leaders in default prone loans and
poorly designed products3. They introduced mortgages which encouraged and
extended the housing bubble, trapped millions of people in loans that they knew
were unsustainable, and destroyed the equity savings of tens of millions of
Americans. Freddie in 2004 acknowledged their flagship affordable housing
program was ttoff to a poor start in terms of defaultstt4. This ttpoor starttt could not
have been a surprise, since Freddie had published its estimated default rates by
loan-to-value (LTÐ in the late 1990s and found that its 957o LTV loans had about 6

times the default rate of 80%o loans (see Attachment 3). They certainly had to know
that this would not bode well for its "flagship" 97o/o and 1007o programs.

While the American Dream of millions of homeowners hung in the balance, Freddie
staffers then proceeded to discuss whether having more than 10 times the default
level of their traditional loan programs was a problem. They decided to ignore the
adverse impact on home buyers and just absorb the extra anticipated defaults and



noted that no one thought that "this was a showstopper"s.

At the same time Freddie knew that its automated underwriting system was having
subprime loans thrown against it by originators to see what would stick and that
rvas a purpose for which it was never intended:

"The reasons against [using] LP [to source subprime loans] rvere LP [Loan
Prospector, Freddie's automated underwriting systeml weaknesses, if you
throw nothing but subprime loans against LP, it will miss some, maybe even a
lot." Internal Freddie Mac email from David Andrunkonis, dated April 12,
2004 FMAC00L3766

The same concern was expressed about using FICOs for unintended uses:

"[T]he reason FICO predicts as well as it does for mortgages might have
something to do with all the other processes traditionally required in
mortgages. Without these processes, the relationship between FICO and
mortgage performance could change." Internal Freddie Mac email from
Donald Bisenius, dated April 4,2004 FMAC00I3675

This concern was well founded. ln 1992.. a mortgage borrower with a FICO of 620-
659 was 7 times more likely to experience a serious delinquency over the next two
years than a borrower with a 720-759 FICO. By about 2004 the 620-659 borrower
rvas now 12 times more likely and the default propensity of the 720-759 borrower
was unchanged.

Ignoring these concerns was a major change. Up until the late 1980s Fannie, for
example, had a determined but low risk approach to affordable housing. Given the
inherent risks and pitfalls, originating lenders who were closer to the marketplace
were expected to design sustainable loan programs suited to the community and to
put up capital to absorb first losses, while Fannie's main goal would be to provide
tiquidity for these types of loans. This would assure Fannie that loans were
originated by lenders with both a stake in loan performance and involvement at the
community level in program design. This was important because many of the
affordable housing efforts undertaken by HUD had been directed from afar and
had created more problems than they solved and had led to extraordinary levels of
defaults and fraud.

This cautious approach was encouraged by some key community groups that had
experienced the problems left in the wake of HIID's earlier misguided efforts. One
such group was National People's Action (NPA) of Chicago. The founder and head



of NPA was Gail Cincotta, known as the "Mother of the Community Reinvestment
Act". Ms. Cincotta had lived through the lending debacles caused by HUD's
Washington bureaucrats. She begged Fannie to work through local banks already
undertaking Community Reinvestment Act lending and to keep the banks on the
hook for a substantial portion of the risk. This would keep the decision making
local and reduce the risk of lending debacles. She also wanted Fannie to monitor
and evaluate underwriting requirements and risk factors so that default rates could

be kept at a low level (contrary to HUD's experience) and would support efforts to
tighten underwriting where warranted.

In early 1989 Fannie abandoned this risk sharing approach because the

requirement was slowing down the desired ramp up of Fannie's affordable housing
initiatives.

In the tate-1980s, Fannie hired a high powered political operative and consultant
from Lehman Brothers to advise it on how to embrace and protect its charter from
politicat attack - Jim Johnson. The means Fannie would use to embrace and
protect Fannie's charter was to undertake a major expansion of its affordable
housing initiatives. The goal would be to make Fannie indispensable to its
supporters on Capital Hill. The ambitious nature of the plan would fully take shape

once Johnson was tapped in early 1990 to become Fannie's next CEO. Johnson was

initially named Vice Chairman (a new position) and by 1991 was named Chairman
and CEO.

The new team at Fannie either forgot and/or ignored its recent brush with disaster
in the early 1980s when foreclosures ballooned out of control. It embarked on a

massive affordable housing effort (mandated and encouraged by its mission
regulator - HUD) that eventually promoted subprime, ultra- high LTV' and Alt-A
loans (many were NINJA loans - no income, no job or assets).

Johnson decided Fannie needed to undertake a massive effort to protect Fannie's
remarkable charter advantages - at all costs and risks. This would be done by
offering Congress ever larger promises of ttreverse earmarks" done in the name of
affordable housing. Reverse earmarks would take the form of affordable housing
projects and funding commitments targeted geographically so as to garner and/or
sotidify support from its large group of Congressional supporters.

In 1993 HUD adopted its fïrst set of affordable housing goals and Johnson
reciprocated in 1994 when he announced a new goal of $1 trillion for its "Opening
the Doors to Affordable Housing" initiative.



This was quickly followed by Fannie's opening of its first local partnership office.
Eventually 51 of these local out reach offices would blanket the country. The main
goal was to seal the charter deal with Congress. These offÎces were overtly political
and performed a grass roots lobbying function. This network helped implement an

aggressive ttreverse earmarktt program for members of Congress who supported
Fannie.
While this effort was initiated by Fannie, it would eventually result in Freddie Mac
needing to comply with and respond to the new congressional affordable housing
mandates because these mandates applied equally to Freddie. Freddie would
eventually launch its own affordable housing juggernaut. The periodic year-end
bidding wars between the two over the limited supply of qualifying loans are an

unusual side note to this scandal and caused an under pricing of the risk of these

loans.

Likewise Fannie's massive expansion of its portfolio investments in the early 1990s

would pressure Freddie to follow suit.

Eventually Fannie and Freddie would announce over $5 trillion in affordable
housing initiatives.

This unprecedented abandonment of underwriting principles coupled with the fact
that the GSEs were permitted to take on $5.6 trillion in credit risk and maintain
portfolios of $1.5 trillion has put America's homeowners at risk (see Attachment 4

for an analysis of myriad risks faced by Fannie and Freddie). Their high risk
activities were allowed to operate at a 75:L leverage ratio6, much higher than that of
the recently bankrupted Lehman Brothers.

The cumulative impact of governmental policies over the last 70 years has caused

the risk of real estate lending to increase radically. In the 1950s and 1960s the
average homebuyer put at least 20o/o down to get an 80%o LTV loan from an S&L
that held about l0o/o capital against the loan. Simply put, there was 30o/o equity
capital protecting an 80%o LTV loan, yielding a low risk 2.7:1 leverage ratio.

Contrast that with 2007 when about 25o of Fannie and F reddie's loan purchases

were zero down to 3Vo down payment loans and they had capital not of 10%o but
0.45o/o on a mortgage backed security (MBS). Add 1% capital from the mortgage
insurance company and l.60/0 from the bank holding the MBS and total capital is
about 3o/o. Thzt's3o/o equity capital protectingat00o/o LTV loan resulting in a
very risky 30:1 leverage ratio. Said another wâyo Fannie and Freddie decreased

equity and capital by 9lo/o on a loan that they knew was 10 times as risky as an 80%



loan. This leverage level was and continues to be nothing short of reckless for high
LTV lending.

HUD's responsibility:

The key role played by HUD in this debacle cannot be ignored. In 1997, HUD
commissioned the Urban Institute to study Fannie and Freddie's credit guidelines.
It found:

6'Almost atl the informants said their opinion of the GSEs has changed for the
better since both Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac made substantive alterations
to their guidelines and developed new affordable loan products with more
flexible underwriting guidelineS. ...
Informants did express concerns about some of the GSEs' practices. The
GSEs' guidelines, designed to identify creditworthy applicants, are more likely
to disqualify borrowers with low incomes, limited wealth, and poor credit
histories; applicants with these characteristics are disproportionately
minorities.tt

With the encouragement of HUD, their mission regulator, a relentless assault was
made upon the three underpinnings of underwriting: capacity, collateral and credit.
Administrative fiat and wishful thinking made these "old fashioned" concepts fade
away. Fannie and Freddie rolled out "innovative" program after innovative
program that substituted new and untested rules on income or abandoned income
qualification entirely, eliminated down payments, and catered to borrowers with
damaged credit. The frequency of these innovations seems to coincide with the ever
increasing affordable housing goals set by HUD. Fannie and Freddie's affordable
housing goals reached 55o/o in2007.

Fannie and Freddie's subprime and Alt-A assets:

While they may deny it, there can be no doubt that Fannie and Freddie norv orvn or
guarantee $1.6 trillion in subprime, Alt-A, and other default prone loans and
securities (see Attachment 5). This comprises over ll3 of their risk portfolios and
amounts to 34o/o of all the subprime loans and 600/o of all Alt-A loans outstanding
(see Attachment 6). These L0.5 million unsustainable, non-prime loans are
experiencing a default rate 8 times the level of the GSEs' 20 million traditional
quality loans. This total includes 5.7 million subprime,3.3 million Alt-A, and 1.5

miltion with other high risk characteristics (see Attachment 7).



I estimate that one million of the GSEs' Alt-A loans had no down payment, using
the high risk 80/20 piggy back loan financing vehicle and untold more were NINA
loans (no income no assets). The purchase of Alt-A loans was justified in 2004 by
Freddie because they helped it meet affordable housing goals, notwithstanding that
Freddie had called these loans dangerous in L990 and stopped buying them.

"The potential for the perception and reality of predatory lending with this
product [NINAì is great." Internal Freddie Mac email from David
Andrunkonis to Dick Syron, dated September 7,2004 FMAC00L3766 and

"The Alt-A business makes a contribution to our HUD goals." Internal
Freddie Mac email from Mike May to Dick Syron, dated October 612004
FMACOO13694

Their $1.6 trillion in unsustainable, default prone loans does not include FHA's
obligations. Add in FHA's loans and the goyernment is responsible for 54o/o or oYer

13.5 million of all25 million subprime and other default-prone loans. These 25

million default prone loans constitute 44o/o of all the mortgage loans in the US, a
result that is unprecedented in our history (see Attachment 6).

loans:

The GSEs' default rates are skyrocketing (see Exhibit 1 below). Although they are
too new to predict default rates with any certai.ty, I would expect those portions of
Fannie and Freddie's 2005-2007 books consisting of subprime and other default
prone loans to experience default rates ranging from 8o/o for the 2005 originations to
40'/o for 2007 originations. The GSEs will be responsible for a large percentage of
an estimated 8.8 million foreclosures expected over the next 4 years, accounting for
the failure of about 1 in 6 home mortgages. Fannie and Freddie have subprimed
America.
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Exhibit 1: Fannie's Overall Cumulative Default Rates By Origination Year:

Overall Cumulative Default Rates - Overall Originations from 2000 through 2008 Q3
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that opened the floodgates. In the years 2005 throqgh 2007, they bought over $1

trittion of loans that they knew rryere default p"onet. Their purchases rvere a major
factor in the development of the housing bubble, and in the huge number of
defaulted mortgages that are causing the massive decline in home prices. Without
Fannie and Freddie's actions, we would not have this unprecedented housing crisis.

Likely excuses offered by Fannie and Freddie:

I am sure some will say that any company limited to only one line of business,
namely housing finance, would of course suffer from a nationwide decline in home
prices. However, this ignores several realities:

1. Fannie and Freddie always justified their extraordinarily low capital
requirements on the fact that they rvere restricted to one line of business;

2. L government protected duopoly could and did create a housing bubble; and
3. They ignored common sense and the advice of their own credit risk experts

and dramatically loosened lending standards, thereby unleashing a flood of
unsustainable, default prone loans.

Or that mortgage backed securities were the root cause, but they ignore these
realities:

1. Fannie and Freddie \ryere the world's largest MBS issuers and certainly
among the most ttcreative";

2. They fought mightily to keep the capital requirement on MBS issuances low at
0.45t^ . That's $450 on a $L00,000 mortgage. The capital undergirding their
$4 trillion in the GSE's MBSs was a mere $18 biltion, and half of that was so

called preferred stock;
3. They traded on their implicit government guarantee and as a result about

50o/o of their debt ended up overseas (see Attachment 9), as did a substantial
portion of their MBS issuances. This helped create a doubly urgent situation
for the Fed and Treasury as the GSEs rocketed towards conservatorship in
late August.

Or that they were just following Congress' biddingo but they ignore these realities:

L. While there is certainly plenty of blame to place at Congress' feet, it is nothing
short of astounding to hear this excuse. Fannie and Freddie created and
nurtured a relationship with Congress that lead many to question who
controlled whom;
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2. Their lobbying tactics, foundations, cronyism and ttreverse earmarkstt were
legendary

Or that they did not create the subprime or Alt-A market, but they ignore these

realities:

1. Fannie and Freddie jealously and forcefulty protected their Congressionally
granted turf;

2. ln their usual "take-no-prisoners" st¡rle, they beat back every challenge by the

likes of Salomon Brothers, GE Capital, and many of the largest banks and
thrifts in the late-80's and early-9Os;

3. Properly chastised, the private sector turned to what was left and developed

subprime and Alt-A business lines;
4. By the early part of this decade, the GSEs realized that the private sector was

beating them in terms of share and, default risk notwithstanding, these

subprime and Alt-A loans were to affordable housing "goal rich" to ignore.
5. Internal Freddie emails express a worry that it is leading the market on no

income/no asset loans. Internal Freddie Mac email from David Andrukonis,
dated April 5,2004 FMAC00I3704-5

These excuses remind me of the twins who killed their parents and then threw
themselves on the mercy of the court because they were orphans.

the American nightmare of foreclosure:

Compounding the problems caused by their minimal capital was the fact that they
followed an origination model initially established by FHA that enabled thinly
capitalized mortgage brokers and bankers to take over virtually the entire
origination market. Mortgage brokers alone accounted for 630/0 of all originations
over the perio d 2001-2006, almost double the rate in 1990. And Freddie knew in
1999 that brokers presented a danger:

"Freddie Mac has found that 650/o of its fraud cases involve loans produced by
third-parfy originators [For 1999 OHFEO reported that third-party
originators, ie. brokers, had a 260/0 market share with the GSEsl. ...
Independent mortg ge brokers account for 32o/o of the fraud cases' while
banks are the remaining3oÁ. The majority of the fraud -600/0 - comes from
defective loans (see Attachment 10)."
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Adding to this bias in favor of mortgage broker and mortgage banker sourced
business was the fact that Fannie and Freddie offered its best pricing to its largest
(and riskiest) customers, (ie. Countrywide, Indy Mac) while offering much worse
pricing to customers, ie. community banks, with proyen track records of delivering
high quality loans done the traditional way.

Armed with these unfair advantages bestowed by Fannie and Freddie, these

mortgage brokers and bankers set about to compete with thousands of well
capitalized community banks - banks that are conspicuously absent from the
epidemic of default prone loan problems nationwide.

In2004rFannie and Freddie decided to plunge into the subprime market:

As reported in the Mortgrge Banker: 6'The top executives of Freddie Mac and
Fannie Mae made no bones about their interest in buying loans made to
borrowers formerly considered the province of nonprime and other niche
lenders. ...Richard Syron, chairman and [CEO] of Freddie Mac, said, 'Our
success in the future depends on our abitity to serve emerging markets; they
will become the tsurging markets.t...

Meanwhile, Fannie Mae Chairman and [CEOI Franklin Raines told mortgage
bankers [at the October 2004 annual Mortgage Bankers' convention] in San
Francisco that his company's lender-customers 'need to learn the best from
the subprime market and bring the best from the prime market into [that
marketl.' He offered praise for nonprime lenders that, he said,'are some of
the best marketers in fïnancial services.'... 'We have to push products and
opportunities to people who have lesser credit qualityr" he said." Mortgage
Banking,I)ecember 2004r "Looking for new customers"

These statements alerted the originator community that if they could make
subprime and Alt-A loans, there was ready market for them, and this stimulated an
orgy of junk mortgage development.

Fannie and Freddie used their automated underwriting systems to divert subprime
and Alt-A loans from the private label securitizerso driving up the value of these

loans and making mortgage brokers eyen more eager to find borrowers, no matter
what their credit standing.
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Why did Fannie and Freddie do this?

First, they were trying to meet HIJD's affordable housing goals, which by 2005

required 55o/o of the loans they purchase to be affordable housing loans, including
28 percent to low income and very low income borrowers.

Second, after their accounting scandals in 2003 and 2004, they were afraid of new
and stricter regulation. By ramping up their affordable housing lending, they
showed their supporters in Congress that they could be major sources of affordable
housing financing.

This was not a failure of the free market. It is a failure of Congress and the ill-
conceived regulatory regime it implemented.

The Equity behind home mortgages:

As a result of Fannie and Freddie's misguided and destructive efforts, we now face
the greatest economic crisis of the last 80 years.

In 2006 there was an estimated $22 trillion in home value. By October 31, 2008' it
was down to $18.5 tritlion. There's currently $12.1 trillion in mortgage debt, over
42o/o of which are default prone loans. Seventy percent of all mortgage debt is now
held or guaranteed by the US government.

$6+ triltion in home equity sounds like a lot, but at 660/o loan-to-value, it is at the
lowest level in our history. 30oÁ of all homes are owned free and clear - there's no
mortgage. Thus only $13 trillion in home value backs $12.1 trillion in debt. House
prices are conservatively predicted to drop about another l5o/o by the end of 2009 '
so the value of homes with mortgages goes down to $11 trillion - well below the level
of outstanding debt which will total ll0o/o of value. At the depth of the Great
I)epression outstanding mortgages totaled 20o/o of all home values. The total price
drop from peak to bottom during the Great I)epression (1925-1933) was 30%o - the
same percentage drop projected for 2005-2009.

Lax and excessive lending by Fannie and Freddie have triggered a housing collapse
that is generating foreclosure rates in excess of those experienced in the depths of
the Great I)epression. In 2008 there are expected to be over 25 foreclosures per
1000 loans, a rate about double the rate in 1932.
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As this Committee continues with its oversight responsibilities, I'd like to remind
you of the oft repeated warnings of the late-Gail Cincotta, whom I had mentioned

earlier. Ms. Cincotta died in 2001. She spent 30 years:

,,[flighting abuse, fraud, and neglect of the FHA program that has destroyed

too many neighborhoods and too many families' dreams of home

ownership...." Statement by Gail Cincotta before the Subcommittee on

Housing and Community Opportunity, April 1' L998

I can speak with familiarity regarding Gail's views because she and I worked for 3
years from 1986-1989 to design and implement an affordable housing program at

Fannie Mae that we both knew would finance needed affordable housing and keep

foreclosures low. Unfortunately as noted earlier, the principles underlying that
program were abandoned.

Gail repeatedly warned Congress that poor lending practices led the FHA program

to have:

t'a national default rate 3 to four times the conventional market, and in many

urban neighborhoods it routinely exceeds 10 times." Id

She attributed FHA's "American Nightmare of Foreclosure" to the fact that
mortgage bankers and brokers:

"take advantage of the fact that they share no risk on these loans to cut
corners." Id

In 1998 Ms. Cincotta expressed a wish that FHA's default rate be on par with
Fannie and Freddie's. Her wish \ilas granted, but with a horrible twist. Fannie and

Freddie's serious delinquency rate on their $L.6 triltion in default prone lending is
now on par with FHA's still unacceptably high rate. And it's getting worse by the

month!

Rather than Congress straightening FHA out, it proceeded to create a new problem.
The American taxpayers now find themselves saddled with 10.5 million subprime,
Alt-A, and other default prone loans originated by Fannie and Freddie.
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Dealing with today's crisis:

The mortgage industry was heavily regulated in almost all areas except the one that
mattered most - having participants with real money at risk! As Gail warned:

"firms take advantage of the fact that they share no risk on these loans to cut
corners.tt

It's time to end Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac's role as promoters of default prone
and unsustainable loans that trap people in homes they cannot afford.

Towards this end I have two recommendations:

First the short term solution (adapted from an article by Peter \ilallison and
Edward Pinto originally pubtished October 25,2008 in the Wall Street Journal):

The current foreclosure problem can only be addressed with a standardized
plan that must work both for whole mortgages held by banks, and mortgages
that collateralize mortgage-backed securities (MBS). It must also address
several obstacles and challenges: the refinancing agency must have the
necessary legal authority now (there is no time to establish a new agency);
funding for mortgage purchases must be immediately available; and the plan
must be voluntary, so the rights of lenders and the holders of MBS are
protected. The plan must also target the right group of homeowners--those
already delinquent or in danger of default because of impending interest-rate
resets or other factors, but who are otherwise willing and able to carry a

fixed-rate, reasonably priced mortgage. This last point is critical. Fighting
the current crisis of foreclosures is similar to fighting an out-of-control forest
fire. You can't fight it at the fïre - you must create a fÏre break away from the

fire. The same applies to the current mortgage crisis - we must get ahead of
and break the cycle of foreclosures enveloping the landscape.

The legal authority and the funding for such a standardized plan are already
in place. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, as government sponsored enterprises
(GSEs), have the authority to renegotiate any mortgage they own now or
purchase in the future from others. They also have the necessary funding,
either from the sums they can themselves raise in the market or through
borrowing by the Treasury, which is authorized under the Housing and
Economic Recovery Act of 2008 to lend virtually unlimited amounts to both
GSEs.
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The banks that own whole mortgages will want to keep those that they assess

as performing now and likely to perform in the future. They also know that if
they have to foreclose on a mortgage, they will incur substantial costs.

Accordingly, Fannie and Freddie should make a blanket offer to all banks or
other mortgage lenders to buy any existing mortgage at a fixed discount--sâY,

2\o/o-from the principal amount then due on the mortgage. This will induce

the banks to sell their weaker mortgages (inctuding those not now delinquent).
This in itself witl improve their financial condition. Fannie and Freddie would
similarly identify the weaker loans in their own portfolios and be prepared to
write them down 20o/o.

The GSEs should then offer to modify or refinance these weak and defaulted

loans under the following terms: The unpaid principal amount of the
mortgage will be reduced 2Ùo/o.If the loan has a fixed rate, the rate will be

reduced by 2o/o (but not below 5o^), and if it is an adjustable' it will be recast

at a 5o/o fîxed rate, over 20 years. The purpose of a20-year (rather than a 30-

year) amortization is to build up equity in the home more quickly and help
protect taxpayers against loss, and to help stabilize home values. Monthly
payments will end up being reduced about 20oÁ, ultra-high loan-to-value
(LTÐ ratios will be eliminated, and the downward slide in housing markets

will be mitigated. This solution is crafted so as to increase the amount of
equity present in the real estate market immediately and over time. It
therefore has the potential to hetp all homeowners maintain the equity in their
homes.

Loans that are in pools of mortgage-backed securities present a more
complex, but manageable, problem. Fannie and Freddie are authorized to
modify the terms of defaulted mortgage loans in MBS pools, and they could

offer to refinance loans that servicers of MBS pools deemed likely to fail.
Banks that hold these MBSs are likely to accept an offer for these securities by

the GSEs for the same reasons that they will sell whole mortgages that are

troubled or in default. For loans that are not in default, Fannie and Freddie
could advise servicers that it is offering a targeted refÏnance program and

borrowers who chose to participate would be offered the same terms.

There are two additional conditions that must be added to these new
mortgages, to make them less of a windfall for borrowers. The house could not

be further encumbered by a home-equity loan until the government mortgage
is fully paid off; and the mortgage-hotder would be fully liable for the loan,

unlike almost all other mortgages, which are backed only by the house itself.
Requiring the new mortgages to be "full recourse" loans will tend to screen
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out of the plan those homeowners who can currently make their mortgage

payments, and will attract those homeowners who are willing to assume

personal liability in preference to foreclosure.

This plan requires banks that are holders of MBS to accept a20o/o "haircut"
on the weak mortgages they hold. It also requires greater responsibility and

risk for the homeowners who choose a modifÏed GSE mortgage. Trueo if many

of these mortgages ultimately go into default, the taxpayers will suffer losses--

but this is a risk that was always implicit in the TARP, and the risk will only

be greater if we fait to act and losses further weaken the banks.

It is in our national interest to clean up the mortgage mess as promptly as

possible, return the banks to fïnancial health, and arrest the rise in mortgage

defaults. This plan has a chance to accomplish these objectives.

Avoidinq future fÏnancial crises:

It is imperative that you implement Gail Cincottaos vision whereby
participants in the mortgage lending system have an adequate level of equity

and capital at risk. Without adequate equity and capital our entire economy

is put at risk

The solution is a well designed risk absorption structure for both conventional

and affordable housing:

First, borrowers must bring some equity to the transaction - the standard
loan must return to one with a down payment o120o/o. Some percentage of
home buyers might use private mortgage insurance to qualify for a l0o/o down

payment. FHA would be timited to perhaps L0%o of homebuyers qualifying
with minimum 5%o down PaYment.

Second, require originating lenders be well-capitalized and retain a
component of risk on any loan they hold, sell or securitize, thereby keeping

them in a first loss position. The minimum capital requirement mightbe 60/o

on held loans and !o/o on sold or securitized loans. This capital would be

available to cover losses on any of the loans made by the lender. This places

prudential lending responsibility squarely on the originating lender and will
become the first line of defense (after adequate borrower equity) to absorb the

inevitable mistakes and market price fluctuations. If a lender makes too

many mistakes, it witl fait its capital test and not be able to make any more

loans.
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Third, provide liquidity for originating lenders and another layer of capital by
encouraging the formation of a number of well-capitalized private mortgage
guaranty companies. They would be prohibited from holding a portfolio.
They would need not0.45o/o capital but perhaps2o/o capital on 80%o and
below loans. These companies would have no Congressional or HIJD
involvement. A separate group of private mortgage insurers insuring loans
with a l0o/o-19%o down payment would be required to have not lo/o capital,
but perhaps 4o/o. This then becomes the third line of defense in the event of
default by borrowers and extremely serious mistakes by originators.

IJnder this structure, third party investors in mortgage backed securities
would benefït from multiple layers of real capital protecting them from the
vicissitudes of the marketplace. Initial average down payment would be

about 20o/o, the originator would add lo/o capital, the private mortgage
guaranty company adds another 2o/o, and the privately insured loans with
l0o/o-l9o/o down payments would add another 4o/o on its loans. This results in
a minimum equity/capital percentage of 23o/o or a 4.25:1 debt to equity
leverage ratio on 80%o lending and a minimum equity/capital percentage of
l7o/o or 6:1 debt to equity leverage ratio on 81-90%o lending.

The above isn't a cure all. By reducing leverage to 4.25:l you'll go a long way
towards stopping default prone lending where it starts - the borrower, originating
lender and mortgage guarantor.

Finally, I would be remiss if I did not tell you that Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and
FHA are continuing some of the same unacceptable practices. They continue to
make unsustainable loans to unsuspecting borrowers, loans that will fall at
unacceptably high rates. Many are being originated by the same brokers that have

caused so many past problems. Fannie and Freddie will still be subject to the same

unrealistically high affordable housing goals set by HUD (temporarily suspended)
and now the responsibility of their safety and soundness regulator.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.

Respectively submitted,

Edward J. Pinto, errinto@lendersres.com
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lExpanded Guidance for Subprime Lending Programs:
(http://www.federalreserve.govlBoarddocs/SRletters/2001/sr0l04a1.pdf'):

"The term "subprime" refers to the credit characteristics of individual borrowers. Subprime
borrowers typically have weakened credit histories that include payment delinquencies, and possibly

more severe problems such as charge-offs, judgments, and bankruptcies. ... Subprime loans are loans

to borrowers displaying one or more of these characteristics at the time of origination or purchase.

Such loans have a higher risk of default than loans to prime borrowers. Generally, subprime
borrowers will disptay a range of credit risk characteristics that may include one or more of the
following:

o Two or more 30-day delinquencies in the last 12 months, or one or more 60-day
delinquencies in the last 24 months;

o Judgment, foreclosure, repossession, or charge-off in the prior 24 months;
o Bankruptcy in the last 5 years;

i
and/or

o Debt service-to-income ratio of 507o or greater, or otherwise limited ability to cover family
living expenses after deducting total monthly debt-service requirements from monthly
income.t'

This list is illustrative rather than exhaustive and is not meant to define specific parameters for all
subprime borrowers. Additionally, this definition may not match all market or institution specific

subprime definitions, but should be viewed as a starting point from which the Agencies will
expand examination efforts (emphasis added)."
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'Dirt"ib.rtion of self-denominated subprime and prime loans by FICO score. n

ttsurprise: Sub-Prime Mortgage Products are not the Problem!" James R. Barth, Tong Li,
Triphon Phumiwasana, and Glenn Yago, Milken Institute

The above chart is based on Loan Performance Corporation data. Loan Performance reports that
its LP Prime Database has "[L]oan-level data on over 75"/o of the nation's active fÏrst mortgages-
more than 38 million-including all of the Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac portfolios." Fannie and

Freddie's risk portfolios account for 29 million or 76o/o of these loans.

3Fannie & Freddie abandoned their credit underwriting principles - principles that Gail Cincotta
(founder and president of National Peoples Action) and I had discussed at length in the late 1980s

and knew were needed to protect homeowners from default prone loans.

In X'annie's 2007 report to HUD, it stated:

,'ln 2007, Flexible mortgages offered the potential for borrowers, based on down payment
amount, to obtain up to 100 percent LTV funding while allowing flexible sources for
closing costs. Flex products served many borrowers with incomes below area medians and

many first-time homebuyers as well. Specifically, Fannie Mae purchased $37.5 billion in
Flexible loans made to 207,819 households in 2007. Of that total, 96,738 Flexible mortgages
were made to first-time homebuyers." Fannie Mae's 2007 Report to HUD

ii 
".
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Fannie also reported that:

"In mid-2007, due to changing market conditions, it ... implement[ed] pricing & eligibility
changes that allow MCM to continue providing borrower funds while also remaining
aligned with performance and underwriting criteria." Id

Allow me to translate: these loans were default prone and necessitated higher delivery fees and

tighter eligibilify standards.

By September 30, 2008 these and other ultra-high LTV loans \üere experiencing a 4,680/, serious

delinquency rate, not withstanding that half of these loans were made last year or later. This does

not bode well for many of the over 3 million homeowners with one of these loans from Fannie and

Freddie.

I suggest you read the entire 2007 report in light of Ms. Cincotta's warnings. You will agree that
Fannie and Freddie's self-described efforts to purchase loans that have:

"[r]elatively higher risks attributed to such factors as a blemished credit history,limited
savings, or low down payments." Id

was just another in a long line of doomed FHA-like programs that Ms. Cincotta pointed out:

,,...destroyed too many neighborhoods and too many families'dreams of home

ownership".

a Internal Freddie Mac email to Dick Syron dated June2412004 regarding "June Risk Committee

SummaryÆ.{o action required", FM4C0013799

s lnternal Freddie Mac email dated July 12, 2004 regarding "Mission Committee Meeting",
FMACOO13801-2

6They \ryere required to hold capital of 0,45"/o on MBS and their portfolio holdings required 2.5'/o.

Only about 50"/" of Fannie and Freddie's capital was comprised of equity raised from the sale of
common stock and retained earnings. The other half was gotten through the sale of preferred
stock at below market rates sold to banks. Banks were "encouraged" by their regulators to invest

$36 bitlion of their core capital in these so called "ultra-safe" investments. This made raising new

capital "easy" since Fannie and Freddie had ready buyers. The irony is that Fannie and Freddie

used their high leverage to compete unfairly with better capitalized banks. Fannie and Freddie
,,invested" this capital in affordable housing tax credits created by Congress which were used as a

tax shelter. In September 2008 atl of Fannie and Freddie's preferred stock was written off by the

banks and in November 2008 all of the tax credits owned by Fannie and Freddie were written off.
These credits accounted for about 50'/" of their capital as recently as June 30,2008. This situation

was compounded by the minimal equity that Fannie and Freddie Ìvere permitted to operate with
and the high amounts of leverage in the housing fïnance system generally. See also ('Whors

Letting Banks Invest in Fannie and Freddie Preferred Stock?" Thomas Kirchner, August 28' 2008

http://seekingalpha.co mlarticlel93039-who-s-letting-banks-invest-in-fannie-and-freddie-preferred-
stock
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7 A severe real estate recession occurred during the early 1980s. The default levels experienced in
Texas, Alaska, and other energy dependent states became known as the "Texas depression
scenario". I started working at X'annie Mae in September 1984, During the period September
1984 - August 1985 my staff and I were responsible for the development of underwriting
guidelines that resulted in a major tightening of Fannie Mae's acceptable credit quality standards.
Prior to this date, it had been accepting many categories of loans with unacceptable levels of risk.
In August 1985, Fannie Mae issued Selling Guide Announcement 85-13 which publicly
implemented wholesale changes which significantly tightened its acceptable underwriting
guidelines so as to restrict characteristics leading to default prone loans. The changes eliminated
or restricted specifïc loan products and also changed generally applicable loan guidelines and

standards. The changes, based on a review of Fannie Mae's default experience and underwriting
guidelines, vyere deemed necessary so as to eliminate or restrict underwriting criteria that had

contributed to the high default levels experienced in the period 1980-1985. Various types of
adjustable rate mortgages (ARMs) had proliferated during this period of high interest rates and

had become one of the predominant forms of mortgage loans. ARMs had contributed
disproportionately to Fannie Mae's defaults and were singled out for many of the changes. For
example, wholesale changes were made that were designed to reduce payment shock and reduce

the use of 'úteaser rates". The experience with graduated payment ARMs, which generally allowed

for scheduled or potential negative amortwation, was so poor that this category of loan was

generally eliminated. Underwriting changes designed to reduce the default prone characteristics
of high loan-to-value (90% and 95Yo LTV) lending were made. Likewise poor experience with
investor loans, loans on 3 and 4-plexes, and cash out refinances led to substantially tightened

requirements for these types of speculative loans. Valuation issues were addressed with new

limitations on buy-downs/seller contributions for all types of loans, along with major revisions to

appraisal requirements. Allowable debt-to-income ratios were reduced depending on the product

and loan-to-value (tTÐ. The purchase of l't mortgages with simultaneous seconds (piggy-back

seconds) was restricted. Setling Guide Announcement 85-13 generally resulted in significant
tightening of mortgage standards nationwide.

I The unacceptably high risk associated with ultra-high LTY loans has already been noted. The

same was true for NINA (no income/no asset) loans.

,,Freddie Mac should withdraw from the NINA market as soon as practical. [Performance
Is poor as evidenced byl fïrst year delinquency rates on these mortgages, which rangh from
8 to l3o/o, depending on the lender." Internal Freddie Mac email dated September 412004

regarding NINA mortgages' FMAC00L3739
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Attachment 1 to Submitted testimony of Edward Pinto before US House of
Representatives Oversight Committee - December 9' 2008

US Mortgage Market: Sizing Total Subprime, Alt-A & Other Junk Loan
Exposure

Research prepared by Edward Pinto, epinto@,lenderres.com Date: 12.1.08

A. Subprime:

Allowing each individual originator to define on its own what constitutes a subprime loan was found by

banking regulators to be an unsatisfactory situation. In 2001 Federal banking regulators gave

"Expanded Guidance for Subprime Lending Programs":
(htþ://www.federalreserve.gov/Boarddocs/SRletters/2001/srO 1 04a1 .pdf '):

"The term "subprime" refers to the credit characteristics of individual borrowers. Subprime borrowers

typically have weakened credit histories that include payment delinquencies, and possibly more severe

problems such as charge-offs, judgments, and bankruptcies. They may also display reduced repayment

capacity as measured by credit scores, debt-to-income ratios, or other criteria that may encompass

borrowers with incomplete credit histories. Subprime loans are loans to borrowers displaying one or

more of these characteristics at the time of origination or purchase. Such loans have a higher risk of
default than loans to prime borrowers. Generally, subprime borrowers will display a range of credit

risk characteristics that may include one or more of the following:

o Two or more 30-day delinquencies in the last 12 months, or one or more 60-day delinquencies in
the last 24 months;

o Judgment, foreclosure, repossession, or charge-off in the prior 24 months;

; 
Bankruntcy in the last 5 years;

ith an eouiva litv likelihood
andlor

o Debt service-to-income ratio of 50Yo or greater, or otherwise limited ability to cover family
living expenses after deducting total monthly debt-service requirements from monthly income."

This list is illustrative rather than exhaustive and is not meant to define specific parameters for all

subprime borrowers. Additionally, this def,rnition may not match all market or institution specific

subprime definitions, but should be viewed as a starting point from which the Agencies will expand

examination efforts (emphasis added)."

The use of a FICO score below 660 as a significant point of demarcation between prime and subprime

loans goes back to 1995. As noted in January 1997 by Standard & Poor's, "...a FICO score of 660 [is]
the investment-grade score as defined in Freddie Mac's industry letter of August 1995." (S&P

Structured Finance Ratings, January 1997, p. l4).
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Based on these sources, defining subprime as a loan with a FICO of less than 660 should guide any

effort to determine the other subprime loans beyond those described as such by originators.

1. Subprime loans denominated by the originator as such: The Fed Reserve of NY maintains a

data base on subprime and Alt-A found at:

http ://www.newyorkfed.org/regional/techappendix-spreadsheets.html#sub loans

The Fed's database of subprime loans denominated as such by the originator is based on Loan

Performance Corporation's subprime servicing/private securities databases which track loans

that are self-denominated by originators as subprime (LP Subprime Database). V/hile a FICO

below 660 is a significant determinant (71% of such loans have such a FICO), there are other

characteristics used in this self-determination. The NY Fed defines Subprime as:

"Compared with prime mortgages, subprime mortgages are typically made to borrowers

with blemished credit history or who provide only limited documentation of their income

or assets. Originations of subprime mortgages fell sharply in the second half of 2007 and

have been extremely light so far in 2008. Of the 3.3 million active subprime loans in the

dalaatthe end of 2007,there were some 3 million loans for owner-occupied units with an

average outstanding loan balance around $180,000."

It further adds:

"The underlying data do not represent every subprime mortgage, whether in portfolio or

in a security, or mortgage securitized in an alt-A pool. V/e estimate that as of year-end

2007,there were about atotal of 7 million subprime loans. The underlying data contained

3.3 million active subprime loans, suggesting a coverage ratio of 47 percent."

These 7 million loans almost certainly meet one of more of the Federal bank regulators'

definition of subprime. Based on an average balance of $180K (see above), this translates into

$1.260 trillion. This compares favorably to MBA delinquency data reporting 5.541 million
subprime loans (excludes FHA) at 6.30.08, however the MBA believes its database captures 85olo

of all loans, resulting in an MBA estimate of 6.52 million subprime loans. Using the same $180k
per loan, this suggests $1.173 trillion. Since the MBA is from 6.30.08 while the NY Fed data is

from 12.31.07, the two sources appear to be very close.

2. Subprime loans denominated as prime loans but with FICOs below 660: Loan Performance

Corporation also maintains a prime loan database (LP Prime Database) that predates the

establishment of its LP Subprime Database. The LP Subprime Database and LP Prime Database

are mutually exclusive (confirmed by Loan Performance). All Fannie and Freddie loans

(regardless of FICO) are reported into the LP Prime Database only (confirmed by Loan

Performance). The LP Prime Database was setup in 1989 before the use of FICOs, which were

only developed in 1989 and did not come into general use in the mortgage industry until 1995.

It was populated by prime loan servicers and investors (originally just Freddie, with Fannie

added in 1991). The LP Prime Database is a mix of Fannie and Freddie loans, other conforming

loans, prime jumbo loans, FHA and VA loans. As Fannie and Freddie started doing large
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volumes of loans with FICOs below 660, these were reported into the LP Prime Database along

with their traditional prime loans.

As noted earlier a FICO below 660 is the most clear cut determinant set out by the Federal

banking regulators as a characteristic of a subprime borrower.

o About 7l%o or 5 million loans out of the NY Fed's 7 million subprime loan total have a

FICO below 660.r
o About 20o/o or 10 million loans out of Loan Performance's grossed up prime loan total of

50 million loans have a FICO below 660.r'2
l"surprise: Sub-Prime Mortgage Products are not the Problem!" Percentages obtained from
Figure 1.
2LoanPerformance reports that the LP Prime Database has "fl]oan-level data on over 75Yo

of the nation's active first mortgages-more than 38-million-including all of the Fannie

Mae and Freddie Mac portfolios."

To convert the 10 million subprime loans contained in the LP Prime Database to dollars, an

average loan amount of $ 150,000 seems appropriate. Fannie and Freddie account for 49o/o or 4.9

million3 of the 10 million loans and have an average loan amount of about $132,000, the other

5lo/o are a mixture of many loan types including FHA (the original subprime "lender", whose

loans have somewhat lower balances) and jumbo loans (much higher balances). $150,000 x 10

million: $1.5 trillion. Note: There are more subprime "prime" borrowers with a FICO below
660 (10 million) than all subprime borrowers denominated by the NY Fed (7 million).
3Fannie and Freddie are estimated to have $646 billion in loans with FICOs below 660. At an

average loan amount of $130,200

Table #1: Total Subprime exposure:

Type: # oá of subprime/
%n of all loans

Serious delinquency
rate

Loan Perforrnance
subprime grossed up

7 million 4lo/Jl2o/o 17.85o/o+

Loan PerforTnance
Prime srossed uo

10 million 59%lr7.s% 5Yo'

Total lTmillion 100%129.5%

aMBA National Delinquency Survey, Q2:08, Data as of 6.30.08
5Estimate based on Fannie's loans with FICOs <620having a serious delinquency rate of 6.74o/o ar

9.30.08. This estimate of 5Yo is likely low, as Fannie's subprime portfolio is relatively unseasoned and

its delinquency level is increasing rapidly (for Q2:08 the comparable rate was 5.48%).
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Fannie Freddie Total#lYo of
suborime

Conventional loans Subprime Private Label
Mortgage Backed
Securities

0.24 million 0.56 million 0.8 million/5%

"Prime" loans <660

FICO
3.05 million 1.85 million 4.9 millionl29o/o

Total 3.29 million 2.41 million 5.7 million/34o/o

Table #2: Fannie/Freddie conventional subprime exposure:

B. AIt-A:

The NY Fed dehnes Alt-A as:

"Alt-A Mortgages defined: Loans marketed in alt-A securities are typically higher-balance

loans made to borrowers who might have past credit problems-but not severe enough to drop

them into subprime territory-or who, for some reason (such as a desire not to document

income) chose not to obtain a prime mortgage. In addition, many loans with nontraditional

amofüzation schedules such as interest only or option adjustable rate mortgages are sold into

securities marked as alt-A."

It further adds:

"Our best guess is that 2.4 million loans in this portion of the data cover more than 90 percent of
the pools marketed as alt-A. The loan data are drawn from reports by the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System based on data from FirstAmerican Corelogic, LoanPerfoûnance

Data.Dataon the number of housing units are drawn from the U.S. Census 2000." and

"Although the term "alt-A" applies technically only to securities, not mortgages, it has become

common practice to refer to near-prime or non-traditional mortgages as "alt-A" loans. The 2.4

million alt-A loans in the data contained approximately 1.7 million loans for owner-occupied

units with an average outstanding loan balance around $300,000 at the end of 2007."

The above translates into 2.67 million Alt-4. Based on an avelage balance of $300K (see below), this

translates into $0.800 trillion Alt-A held in securities. The MBA does not have a separate category for
Alt-4. This definition does not include Fannie and Freddie's Alt-A loans.

Fannie and Freddie Alt-A loans total $0.497 billion comprising 2.9 million loans not covered by the NY
Fed and $77 billion in private MBS tranches (450,000 loans) already included in the NY Fed estimate.

This brings the total for Alt-A to $1.3 trillion and 5.6 million loans. Fannie and Freddie's share of 3.35

million is 60o/o based on loan count.
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C. Total for all junk loans: 2s.1million loans out of 57 mitlion l't
mortgages (44o/o) or $4.63 trillion:

Fannie/Freddie's portion of conventional junk loans: 10.1 million loans out of 25.1 million junk l't
mortgages (40%).

The Loan Performance and the MBA both estimate that there are about 57 million 1't mortgages.6 The

25.1 million junk loans are distributed as follows:

o Subprime: 17 million of which Fannie and Freddie are responsible for 5.7 million or 34"/"

of all subprime loans.

o Alt-A: 5.6 million of which Fannie and Freddie are responsible for 3.35 million or 60o/" of
all Alt-A loans.

o Other junk: 2.5 million loans consisting of many negatively amortizing ARMs (Option
ARMs),Interest Only ARMs, Original LTV >90o/q and piggy back seconds not included in
the above. Fannie and Freddie responsible for 60o/" of all other junk.
o $262 billion (1.5 million loans) - $193 billion for Fannie and $64 billion for Freddie.

o $350 billion estimate (1 miltion loans) Wachovia has $122 billion of pay-option/potential

negatively amofüzíngARMs (V/achovia calls them pick-a-pay). These are not subprime, not

securitized, and not held by Fannie or Freddie. They are certainly junk loans. Other

uncounted junk loans can be found at B of A (from their Countrywide purchase) and WaMu
($53 billion, these assets are now owned by Chase), and IndyMac (specializedinAlt-A, now

owned by the FDIC). A rough guess is that this adds at least another $350 billion in junk

loans.

6Fannie and Freddie have a total of 30.6 million loans, plus 1.25 million in PLMBS traunches; for a total

of 31 .85 million loans. 10.55 milli on or 33Yo are high risk.
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ATTACHMENT 2 Indust Letter

Freddie
Mac

July ll,1995

SUBJECT: The Predictive Power of Selected Credit Scores

TO: CEOs and Credit Olficers of all Freddie ìvf ac Sellers and Servicers

Having bought over l6 million loans during our r5-year history, Freddie ìvfac is in a

unique position to conduct research and spot industry-rvide trends. Sharing observations

about industry trends and offering tools to help you manage the mortgage lending Process
are key ways we fulfilt our mission of maliing decent, accessible housing a reality.

We recognize the challenges of today's market environment. To assist you in meeting

these challenges, we want to provide you tools ¡o ìl¡cls¡rvrite credit risk and meet rhe

needs of every creditlvorthy borrorver. One such tool is the use of certain credit scores to

help you focus your undenvriting efforts.

Research Findings
Freddie Mac studied how hundreds of thousands of loans performed over several years to

determine which attributes of the loan file rvere most predictive of default. We identified

a strong correlation between mortgage performance and trvo types of credit scores,

created by national credi¡ scoring companies and frequently used in consumer lending.

The types of credit scores we revierved rvere "bureau scores," as prepared by Fair, Isaac

and Co., Inc. ("FICO") and "bankruptcy scores," as prepared by CCN-lvfDS ("MDS")-
The chart below illustrates the predictive power of these credit scores.

Predictive Power of Credit Scores
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Although the chart illustrates the correlation betrveen credir scores and default rates, we
have documented the same correlation rvith delinquency rates.

Credit Scores and Freddie Mac's euality Control
We are including credit scores as one of the selection factors in our quality control
sampling procedures. You can expect a higher percentage of loans made to borrorvers
rvith scores indicating a higher probability of default to be selected for revierv by our
underwriters. Once the file is selected, a Freddie ùfac undelrvriter rvill review the entire
file using the standards set forth in the Purchase Documents. ft is imporranr rhat the frle
thoroughly document, and that Form 10774, Uniform (Jndenvritittg andTransmiual
summary, adequately summarize, both the positive and negative factors that your
undenvriter considered in making the investment-quality decision.

Credit Scores and Underwriting
After revierving a number of alternatives, rve determined that, rvithin the manual
underrvriting process, one of the easiest and most readily available tools to assist you in
managing the challenging credit-risk environment is rhe use of either FICO bureau or
MDS bank¡uptcy scores. Using these scores can help you better assess and manage the
quality of your loan originations, reduce servicing cosrs and sustain profitability.

For l-unit single-family dwellings, we suggest that you apply the informarion in the
follorving chart before underwriting borrorver creditrvorthiness as required in Chapter 37
of the Single -Family Seller/Servicer Guicle (the Guide).

The attached E,rhibit A provides examples and an additional description of each
recommended approach.

If the FICO
bureau score is

or the IVIDS
bankruptcy score is

then the reconrmcnded approach to
revierving credit is

BASIC: Underwrite the file as required to
confirm the borrower's willingness to
repay as agreed,

660 to 620 550 ro 200 COMpREHENSIVE: Underwrire all

: : ij;ll i','ff ;;::;i::; ;t: fl ïi'$iJ "
repay as agreed.

over 700 CAUTIOUS: Perform a particularly
detailed review of all aspects of the
borrower's credit history to ensure that you
have satisfactorily established the
borrower's willingness to repay as agreed.
Unless there are extenuating circumstances,
a credit score in this range should be
viewed as a strong indication that the
borrower does not show sufficient
willingness to repay as agreed.



Loans secured by 2- to 4-unir prop¿rties carry additional risk. Therefore, rve recommend

srronger guidelines for FICO bureau and VIDS bankruptcy scores for these loan types.

Please refer to the attached questions and ansrvers (Exhibit B) for our 2- to 4-unit
recommendations.

We rvant to emphasize that there is no single FICO bureau or MDS bankruptcy score that

means an individual borrower will default. Horvever, these scores can help you identify
loans that may require a closer look by your underrvriter. If your underrvriter is able to

establish the borrower's rvillingness to repay as agreed, then rve encourage you to
consider this in your investment-quality decision, regardless of rvhat the credit score

alone might suggest. Remember that you are still responsible for underrvriting the credit

reputation, as rvell as the file as a rvhole, to mal<e your investrnent-quality decision.

Layering of Risk

Traditional underrvriting has long relied upon the "three Cs"-- collateral, capacity and

credit reputation. The underrvriting guidelines in Freddie Mac's Guide are based on this

fundamental approach to determining investment quality.

Collateral is measured by the loan-to-value ratio and confrrmed by the appraisal.

Capacity is measured by the overall income and expense profiles and conf,trmed, in part,

by the debrto-income ratios. Credit reputation, or the determination of the borrower's
rvillingness to repay as agreed, is more difficult to assess. Horvever, FICO bureau or
MDS bank¡uptcy scores provide an indication of the relative likelihood of credit risk and

can direct the underrvriter to an appropriate level of credit revierv.

We urge you to maintain underrvriting standards that guard against layering multiple risk
factors rvithin a single loan Frle, particularly when either a credit score indicates, or your

undenvriter identihes, that increased credit risk is present.

Conclusion
We encourage you to obtain FICO bureau or MDS bankruptcy scores for your mortgage

applicants and use them as a tool to help you focus your underwriting and quality control
processes. The attached exhibits provide practical information and examples to help you

incorporate credit scores into your prcicesses today.

We are committed to helping you expand your markets with confidence, reduce your
costs and sustain your long-term profitability. We rvill continue to conduct research,

identify solutions to industry challenges and share with you tools that will help improve
mortgage f,i nance practices.



If you have any questions about our suggestions regarding the use of credit scores or
layering of risk factors, please call your account manager, quality control underwriter or
(800) FREDDIE, option 2.

Sincerely,

Michael K. Stamper
Executive Vice President
Risk Management



ExhibitA
SUBJECT: Case Studies to Help You Apply Freddie lvfac's Recommendations on

Using Credit Scores

A credit score is a snapshot that objectively assesses a borrorver's credit history at a given

point in time. Each score is a reflection of the unique set of facts currently on file for a

ipecif,rc borrorver at a particular credit repository. Although trvo borrorvers rvith identical

credit scores may have received that score for very different r,easons, our research

indicates that those two bonorvers have the same probability of default based on credit.

Therefore, both borrowers should be underwritten rvith the same recommended approach.

Freddie Mac has studied two types of credit scores and found that they are strong

predictors of mortgage default for all bonorvers. FiCO bureau and MDS bankruptcy

scores can help you focus your underrvriring of the borrorver's credit reputation. Using

credit scores this way makes you more efficient rvhen manually revierving the borrorver's

credit report and any other information needed to establish the borrower's willingness to

repay as agreed. You can then combine your f,rndings on credit reputation with data on the

borrower's capacity in order to determine creditrvorthiness.

We developed the following case studies to illustrate our suggested approaches to

reviewing the borrower's credit reputation. These examples cover borrorvers who fall into

each of the three risk ranges developed through Freddie Mac's research. We hope they

rvill help you incorporate credit scores into your underrvriting process. Once you have

used credit scores as a tool to focus your efforts, rve believe you rvill clearly see the value

that they add.

FICO BUREAU SCORE OVER 660 OR MDS BANKRUPTCY SCORT
LESS THAN 550

BASIC REVIEIV: Underrvrite the f,rle as required to conftrm the borrower's rvillingness

to repay as agreed.

When you conduct a basic review, you

r Focus on estabiishing rvhether the credit documentation indicates additional risks

r Evaluare all available and pertinent credit information to verify consistency with the

loan application

r Identify any issues related to misrepresentation or data integrity

OUTCOME: When you have completely reviewed the credit documentation and not

found any additional credit risks, the borrower's rvillingness to rePay as agreed is

conhrmed.If you have noted additionalrisks, they mustbe documented and factored into

your decision on the borrower's creditworthiness. Additional risks could include a debt



lisred on the applicaiion that was not included in the credit report (such as a mortgage or a

nervly opened instellment or revolving charge) that rvhen verified indicates a signiFrcant

derogatory payment history.

CASE STUDY: Kim's credir report shorvs a FICO bureau score of 730' The details of the

report shorv that Kim has excellent credit and confitrms her rvillingness to rePay as

agìeeO. She has six open tradelines that include four revolving accounts and an

inslallment debt. Her previous mortgage has no late payments and her complete credit

prohle is reported on ifr. credit report. Kim is applying for a 90 percent loan to purchase a

nerv home. Her housing expense-to-¡ncome ratio rvill be 29 percent, her total

debt-to-income ratio rvill be 41 percent, and she rvill have trvo months'reserve after

closing.

In this case, Kim's demonstrated ability to maintain an excellent credit history (fully

documented in the file) confltrms a strong willingness to repay debt as agreed' lvhich

compensates for the higher than recommended debt-to-income ratios' Unless other factors

in the loan file related Io capacity and coliateral value indicate otherrvise' Kim's loan

rvould be considered investment quatity.

IncoÌúrcrst, if Kim's previous mongage and auto loan, rvhich she listed on her

application, were not contained in her credit report but rvere reported on a verification

from her credi¡ union, then her credit report rvould not reflect her complete credit proFrle'

you rvould then need to revierv the additional credit information. If the direct verifrtcation

indicated trvo 60-day late payments on her mortgage and an auto repossession in the last

12 months, Kim's rvillingness to rePay as agreed rvould not be conf,irmed even though her

credit score rvas 730. Then, Kim's loan rvould not meet the deFrnition of investment

quatity.
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FICO BUREAU SCORE OF 660 TO 620, OR MDS BANKRUPTCY
SCORE OF 550 TO 7OO

coi\,IPREHENSIVE REVIEW: Underrvrire all aspects of the bonorver's credit history

to establish the borrorver's rvillingness to repay as agreed'

A comprehensive revierv focuses on all the features of the basic revierv, plus an in-depth

review of the borrower's credit history. This revierv includes evaluating the number and

use oI credit lines, the number of derogatory accounts, and the age and disposition of

such accounts.

OUTCOVIE: When your revierv of the credit documentation is complete, you rvill have

considered the explanations for derogatory accounts and inquiries (if any), whether the

explanarions are consistent rvith other documentation in the hle, and the elfect of the

derogatory information on the borrorver's overall creditrvorthiness. You must document

youirationale lor Frnding sufFrcient willingness to repay as agreed and note any
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compensa[ing factors identihed in your revierv that establish the borrorver's rvillingness

to repay as agreed.

CASE STUDY: Spencer's credit report shorvs a MDS bankruptcy score oF 650. The

report reveals six revolving accounts, four of rvhich rvere 30 days late one to three times

in the past. All accounts are current and have been for six months. The fìle includes

documentation of credit not reported on the credit report in the form of direct
verifications for his mortgage, auto and credit union loans. All veriFrcations confirm
excellenr payment histories for 36 months. Spencer is applying for an 80 Percent loan to

purchase a nerv home. His housing expense-to-income ratio rvill be 2l percent, his total

debt-to-income ratio rvill be 36 percent, and he rvill have trvo months' reserve after
closing.

This case illustrates that information not included on the credit report may play an

important role in establishing the borrorver's rvillingness to repay as agreed. Though
Spencer's credit score is in the middle default-risk range, the signiFrcant obligations that

rvere not included on his credit report establish a rvillingness to repay as agreed. Unless

other risk factors are present, Spencer's loan rvould be considered investment quality.

In contrast, if Spencer's veriflcation of mortgage indicates a I x30 one year ago and a

lx30 four months ago, the additionaldocumentation rvould not support his rvillingness to

repay as agreed. Then, Spencer's loan rvould not meet Freddie ìvlac's def,rnition of
investment quality.

FICO BUREAU SCORE LESS THAN 620 OR MDS BAN KRUPTCY
SCORE OVER 7OO

CAUTIOUS RBVIEW: Perform a particularly detailed revierv of all aspects of the

borrorver's credit history to ensure that you have satisfactorily established the borrower's
willingness to repay as agreed. Unless there are extenuating circumstances, a credit score

in this range should be viewed as a strong indication that the borrorver does not show
sufhcient rvillingness to repay as agreed.

A cautious revierv focuses on all the features of both the basic and comprehensive
reviews, plus an intensive analysis of the bonower's credit reputation (willingness to

repay as agreed) to determine whether extenuating circumstances can be used to

determine sufficient willingness to repay as agreed.

OUTCOME: When your review ol the credit documentar,ion is complete, you will have

considered the explanations and suppoñing documentation for derogatory accounts and

inquiries (if any), whether the explanations a¡e consistent rvith other frle documentation,
and what effect this information has on establishing the borrorver's credit reputation. In
addition, you rvillhave considered the amount and use of credit, the age of the credit, the

number of outstanding accounts, and the credit profile of the borrorver. You must identify
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and document extenuating circumstances to satisfactorily establish the borrorver's

rvillingness to repay as agreed.

CASE STUDY: Bob's credir report shorvs a FICO bureau score of 602. The details of his

report reveal six open accounts (four revolving and trvo installment debts) that have no

late payments reported in the past 18 months. His credit during the previous three-year

period, horvever, reveals a significant Pattern of 30- and 60-day late payments and one

paid collection on a revolving account. Bob is applying lor a 90 percent loan to purchase

his hrst home. His housing expense-to-income ratio rvill be 28 percent, his total

debt-to-income ratio will be 36 percent, and he rvill have trvo months' reserve after

closing.

Bob exptained that until 18 months ago he was employed as a commissioned salesman

and his income was not stable. when his company closed, Bob was unemployed and

looking for work for three months. He is norv in a full-time salaried position, has paid the

collection account and has maintained excellent credit for 18 months' The facts of this

case clearly shorv rhat Bob has not only achieved income stability but has re-established

his credit reputation.In this scenario, a thorough revierv of Bob's credit profile helped to

ensure that he demonstrates sufficient rvillingness to repay as agreed. Unless other risk

factors are present, Bob's loan rvould be considered investment quality'

In cotürast, if Bob's explanation for his delinquent credit rvas that he incurred significant

expenses due to unforeseen circumstances for rvhich he had no documentalion, or the

doiumentation he provided was not consistent with his credit history, it rvould be

impossible to establish that extenuating circumstances caused Bob's problems' His

wiliingness to repay as agreed rvould not be satisfactorily established' Under these

circumstances, Bob's loan would not meet Freddie Mac's deFrnition of investment quality.
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trxhibit B
SUBJECT: Questions and Ansrvers on Using FICO Bureau and ìvlDS Bankuptcy

Credit Scores

Credit scores are available for most borrorvers. They are easy and inexpensive to obtain.

The following Q&A provides background on FICO bureau and ìvfDS bankruptcy credit

scores, tells you how to obtain them and offers guidelines on using them. We have

included this information to help you incorporate credit scores,into your business

processes and maxímize the benefits of using them. Please note that Freddie Mac has no

direct role in preparing credit scores. Also, the information in this Q&A about credit
reporting companies, credit repositories and the scores they provide may change without
our knorvledge.

A1

What are credit scores?

Credit scores are objective assessments of a borrorver's credit reputation, based on

information documented in a credit report. Lenders have used them in various

forms for many years to assess the credit reputation oI an individual. The
assessment results in a numeric calculation, or score, for each individual. Credit
scores rank individuals by risk and are calculated from information that has proven

to be indicative of loan performance.

Q2 How did Freddie ùfac determine that ceíain credit scores are predictive of
mortgage performance?

To determine the usefulness of credit. scores as predictors of mortgage
performance, we obtained FICO bureau ancl MDS bankruptcy scores available at

or near the time of origination on hundreds of thousands of Freddie Mac loans.

The loans were originated over several years and selected from a rvide distribution
of lenders, product and loan types, and geographic areas. We conducted extensive

statistical analysis on the performance of these loans, rvhich documented a strong
correlation betrveen credit scores and mortgage performance as illustrated by the

chart in the industry letter. This analysis convinced us that credit scores are a valid,
quantifiable and objective mortgage underwriting tool.

^2

o
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Q3 Horv does an underrvriter's assessment of a borrorver's credit reputation compare

rvith the borrorver's credit score?

A3 Freddie ìvf ac's Quality Conrrol underrvriters revierved thousands of loans to

compare their assessments of the borrorvers' credit reputations rvith the borrorvers'

FICO bureau scores. As the chart belorv illustrates, there was a strong correlation

betrveen the underrvriters' judgments and the actual scores. It's inrportant to note

thac the charr also conf,rrms that some borrorvers rvith gcores indicating high risk

rvere found to have acceptable credit reputations. More than one-half of the

borrorvers rvith FICO bureau scores in the 659-620 range rvere found acceptable.

Other borrorvers lvith scores indicating lorver risk rvere found to not have

acceptable credit reputations. Credit scores are indicators, not absolutes.

Underwriter Assessments of Credil Reputation
By FICO Bureau Score

oo

c

ù

699 659 619 5¡9
660 620 560 or

le!r

780 Tt9 739
ot 71O 700

ñore

FICO Bu.e6u Score

O LJnâcceptâblc credil reputâtjon

Q4 Has Freddie Mac studied the effectiveness of FICO bureau and MDS bankruptcy
scores as predictors oI default for mortgages secured by 2- to 4-unit properties?

^4 
Yes. There is also a strong correlation benveen scores and the performance of
mortgages secured by 2- to 4-unit properties.

10
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Q5 Does Freddie ìvfac recommend differenc score ranges for 2- to 4-unit proPerties?

A5 Yes. Because oF rhe higher risk of this product type, we recommend the follorving

ranges for 2-unit and 3- to 4-unit properties, respectively:

Q6 Does Loan Prospectorsñt, Freddie Mac's automated underrvriting service, use credit

scores?

A6 Yes, but they are only one o[many factors that are weighed in the Loan Prospector

assessment of credit quality.

Q7 How does using Loan Prospector dilfer from using credit scores in manual
- underwriting?

^7 
Loan Prospecror reñnes the predictive value of credit scores by assessing other

data speciFrc to each mortgage. Loan Prospector incorporates credit scores and a

I

È

I
I

O

Property If the FICO
IYpe bureau

score is

then the recommended aPProach to
revierving credit is

or the NIDS
bankruptcy
score is

2-unit over 680

3-4 unit over 700

BASIC: Undenvriie the file as required
to confirm the borrower's rvillingness
to repay as agreed.

less than {50

less than 400

2-unir 680-640 450-600 CoMPREHENSIVE: Underwrite all
asPects of the borrower's credit history

3-4 unit 700-660 400-550 to establish the borrower's willingness
to rePaY as agreed.

2-unit less than 640

3-4 unit less than 660

CAUTIOUS: Pertorm a ParticularlY
detailed revierv of all aspects of the

borrower's credit history to ensure that

you have satisfactorily established the

borrower's willingness to rePay as

agreed. Unless there are extenuating
circumstances, a credit score in this

range should be viewed as a strong
indicalion that the borrower does not

shorv sufficient rvillingrress to rePay as

agreed.

over 600

over 550

11
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rules-based assessment into a comprehensive analysis rhat rveighs a variety offactors' inctuding rayered risk, to provide a Freddie Mac purchãse decision.

Also, Loan Prospecror enables lenders to streamline many origination functions
through autonlation because Freddie ùIac is re-engineering credit policy to matchcredit risk. Loan prospector provides a comprehensive onJ uutoroted risk
e'aluarion that includes information from the loan applicarion, credic file andproperry dara ro determine rhe tikelihood of mortgage repayment.

Finally, for loans receiving an accept purchase decision from Loan prospector, thelender is relieved of responsibility ioicertain representations and rvarranries.

Qs Horv can these credit scores enhance my manual unde^vriting process?

a8 Credit scores enhance, but do not replace or take arvay f,rom, rhe tlexible
undenvriting guidelines in chapter 37 of the singte-iantity selter/servicer Guide(the Guide)' Your underrvriter rvill continue to rwierv -n.h fil. on a case-by-case
basis to evaluare the borrorver's creditrvorthiness and apply alr rerevant
undenvriting criteria in a manner thar considers t¡re borìåwer's individual situation.

Using these credit scores as an additional tool rvill help you
r ldenrify loans rvirh a higher likelihood of defaulr
r Distribute underrvriter rvorkload effectively
r Improve overall loan quality
r Achieve consistency and objectivity in your unde^vriting decisions
r Focus quality control reviervs
r Assess origination channels
r Manage servicing value and costs

Remember that you are still responsible for underwriting the credit reputation, aswell as the file as a whore, to make your investment-quaiiry decision.

Qe Horv do credit scores relate to assessing the overall investment quality of the loan?

unde^vriters must assess the combined efflect of ail ,.three cs,, of mortgageunderwriting-capacity, collateral value and credit reputation. Each of the"three c" componenrs is a key element in estabrishing investment qualiry. FICo
bureau and ìvrDS bankruptcy scores herp to quantify the credit repuration
comPonent.

A9
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Q10

A10

oncethecomPonentsaredocunrented,theunderrvritercanreviervcredit
reputation, capacity and collateral value, and assess risks that may be present in

oneormoreelemenlstodeterminerheol,erallinvestmentqualityoftheloan.

Horv should an underrvriter respond to a score that may indicate a high likelihood

of default?

while Freddie ùfac is convinced of the predictive porver of these scores' rve also

believe that an experienced underrvriter can recognize factors rvithin a credit

prohle that may more accurately reflect the borrorver's credit reputation' After

àss"ssing the entire credit history, the underrvriter should make a decision about

the bonõrver's credit reputation and then use that in conjttnctiott tvith other
,,three c,,compotten¡s to make the overall investnrent-quality decision' If the

underrvriter determines that a borrorver's credit rePutation is r.Ilarginally

acceptable, a lorv loan-to-value (ulv) ratio rvould be a compensating factor'

However, the borrorver (or borrorvers as a unit if there are multiple borrorvers)

must be found creditworthy by the underwrlter'

CanluseScoresthatimplyaVerylorvcreditriskasacompensatingfactor[or
higher debt-to-income ratios?

yes. For example, a FICO bureau score of 'l2o or higher (or an lvfDS bankfuptcy

score of 350 or less)* rvillgenerally imply a good-to-e'rcellent credit reputation' If
your underrvriter conftrms that the borrorver's credit reputation is indeed excellent'

ii,en it could be used as a compensating facror for debt-to-income ratios that are

somervhar higher than our traditional guid.lin". as dehned in Guide section 37'6'

*For 2-unit properries: FICO bureau of 740 0r higher (MDS bank¡uptcy 300 0r lorver)

*For 3- ro 4-unit properties: FICO bureau of 760 or higher (lvlDS bankuptcy 250 or lorver)

Q11

All

Q12 rvfrat is "layering of risk?"

A72 "tayering of risk" occurs rvhen multiple high-risk flactors are present in a single

loan file. For example, minimally acceptable willingness to repay (credit

reputation risk) in a rrle that also reflects less than the standard two months'

,.,",u.requirement(capacityrisk)rvouldbeanexampleofrisklayering.
Underrvriters should exercise extra care rvhen multiple high-risk factors are

present rvithin a single loan application to ensure that investment quality has not

been compromised.

13
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Q13 Hotu can using credir scores benefir borrorvers?

413 gorrorvers benelit rvhen credit decisions are based on consistent, objective criteria
that accurately assess default risk. Tools that, in an unbiased *onn.q help separate
loans that are [ikely to perform rvell from loans that are less likely to pejorm rve¡
ensure the continued availability or mortgage money to all creditruort-hy borrowers.
credit scores are an effecrive toor to herpyóu pro*år. rhis goal.

Q14 ivnat types oF credit scores do you recommend I obtain?

414 Fre¿die Mac analyzed two types of credit scores and derermined thar they are
predictive of mortgage performance. These two types, FICO bureau and lvlDS
bankruptcy scores, are marketed under the foilorving product names:

FICO bureau scores:

-

Equifax BEACONS,\I
Trans Union EMPERICA@
TRW/FICO

MDS bankuptcy scores: Equifax Delinquency Alert Sysre¡¡srr
Trans Union DELpHlslr
TRWA4DS

Q15 ivnat is rhe difference be*veen these two types of scores?

415 rne two scores are generated by trvo different companies in partnership with the
three major credit repositories. FICo burea, ,.or", are produced by San Rafaer,
cA-based Fair, Isaac and co., Inc. (FICO) and MDS bankruprcy scores are
produced by Atlanta-based ccN-MDS (MDS). Either typ. of ,.or" *uy be used.

FICo bureau and MDS bankruptcy scores have differenr scales. MDS bankruptcy
scores range from 0 to 1300, but undersome circumstances can occasionally !ooutside these bounds. FICo bureau scores range from about 400 to about 900.when interprering scores ,rhe rower rhe FICotur.ou score or the higherthe MDSbankruptcy score, rhe grearer the risk of default.

14
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option 2: obtaining Crcdit scorcs Through !::ill.l'-t^ÏÏl"ivurs¡¡r^'rtt -.^ -, ^ ^-^r:¡ -^^acìr^ñ, .^ntl.t a reoresentative from the
T" 

"btti" 
credit scores from a credit repository' contact a represe 

- .L^ --^^^;r^lu uL.rLdrlt 9l9utL rvvrvr

repository of your choice' If vou are alieadv.'::.:l:'Îi.::1"1'::::"-T"t:: ::,ii:t:"':;ï;;;';;i;;';'" i ce re p re se n tati ve. d irect'{; 
] 
t 

I ï 1"-Ti ll i:: i:i,::?:
ï:::-""i"i""t,i',"tJ åfori,o.y, you can call the toll-free numbers listed belorv for

more information.

Equifax
Trans Union
TRW

Q16 ,+re there other types of credit scores?

A16 yes, other types of scores (such as mortgage credit scores) are commercially

available. rr.oái" Mac has not validareã tñe predictive nature of scores other than

FICO brrreau and lvfDS bankruPtcY'

Q17 Uoru can I obtain FICO bureau or MDS bankruptcy credit scores?

417 you can get both scores from most credit reporting companies or any of the three

major credit ,";;;i,;;"r. you can obrain these credit scores using either of the

folíorving optións, depending on your needs:

optionl:obtainingCreditScorcsThroughCreditReportingConrpanies
you can 

"on,o"ì 
váuicredit reporting company and ask to add the credit scores

from rhe tnree mäin repositoriås to rñ" .r.ãit reports you currently receive' lvlost

credit reporting 
"o*pÀies 

have the capabiliry to do.this at a minimal cost per

score and or. iUi, to begin providing råpositóry credit scores rvithin days of

changing Your contract'

(800) 68s-s000
(800) 899-7132
(s00) 831-5614

Q18 fiotu much does it cost to obtain credit scores?

418 Cosrs vary by credit reporting company or credit repository (and the options you

choose), but in general credir scores are not expensive to obtain'

Q19 rvi'at information should I specif-rcally request?

419 Vou may Frnd it most effective to request either FICO bureau or ìvfDS bankruptcy

scoresforalIborrorvers,includingnonoccuPantcoborTorvers.Itisnotnecessaryto

15
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order both types ol scores. Wherher you choose FICO bureau or ñlDS bankruptcy
scores for a bonorver, obtaining the borrorver's scores from each of the three major
repositories rvill provide more accurate information than one or trvo, because
different repositories may maintain a somervhat different credit history for the
same individual. For multiple borrorvers, we suggest requesting these scores for
each borrorver, including a husband and rvife individually.

Q20 ere FICO bureau and MDS bankruptcy scores based solely on a borrorver's
delinquency hisrory?

420 No. A borrorver's deiinquency history is only one of many factors considered in
the calculation of a FICO bureau or MDS bankruptcy score. Numerous other items
of credit information are also key factors.

Q21 If I get more than one score, rvhich one should I use?

421 Scores for a given borrorver often diflfer among repositories, but as a general rule
scores rvill be sinlilar enough to provide guidance on your approach to
underrvriting the credit reputation of a borro"ver. If you obtain three scores for a

borrorver, we suggest using the middle score. If you obtain two scores, we suggest
using the lower FICO bureau score or the higher MDS bankruptcy score.

Q22 fVnat if no scores were generated for a specific borrorver?

422 firsr check the borrorver's name, social security number and address for accuracy.
Even if you requested a score correctly, one may not be available. However,
another repository may successfully generate a score for your borrorver. A loan file
can be considered complete without any credit scores.

Q23 fVnere can I get more inlormation about using credit scores?

423 your credit reporting company or credit repository can provide training and other
materials.

(

(
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ATTACHMENT 3

Estimated Default Rates by Loan-to-Value Ratio
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Attachment 4 to Submitted testimony of Edward Pinto before IJS House
of Representatives Oversight Committee - December 9' 2008

Background paper on selected events leading up to the conservatorships of Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac

Unpublished research by EDWARD J. PINTO, epinto@lendersres.com

November 25,2008

The problems with Fannie and Freddie are systemic:

a. The inherent conflict of serving two masters: safety and soundness enforced
by its HUD regulator vs. low and moderate income housing mandates
imposed by Congress and enforced by its HUD regulator

b. The irresistible lure of outsized profits offered by portfolio mortgage
investments made possible by the implied federal guarantee and low capital
requirements.

The delay to real and effective reform was due to the opposition of the GSEs
themselves and their continued effectiveness in lobbying their allies and silencing
their enemies in Congress. Key to this effort was their continued use of low and
moderate income housing efforts as a "reverse earmarkt'targeted at Congress. This
was crony capitalism at its worst. The mere fact that Congress continued to remain
opposed to real reform after both Fannie and Freddie experienced massive
accounting scandals in the early part of this decade is proof positive. Fannie and
Freddie had gotten so powerful that they felt that they should be able to dictate the
terms of their own reform to Congress or block the reforms if they did not like
them.

Many unsuccessful efforts were undertaken to convince Congress to require the
GSEs to have more capital, be subject to an independent and stronger regulator,
and to reduce the exposure to the fïnancial system created by the immense size and
risks contained in the GSEs portfolios.

The Bush administration, in its FY2005 Budget released in February 2004,

"expresse[d] concern about the systemic risk posed by the GSEs. Noting that
'even a small mistake by a GSE could have consequences throughout the
economy,' the budget proposal calt[ed] for strong market discipline, effective
supervision and adequate capital requirements. The budget also call[ed] for a
new regulator for all three housing GSEs to be housed within Treasury and
given responsibility for both safety and soundness and approval of new
activities." Mortgage Banking, April l,2004.

These fwo Government Sponsored Enterprises ("GSEs") each operate 2 related but
inherently different businesses with very different risk profiles:



1. Mortgage guaranty business: each GSE creates mortgage backed securities
("MBS") backed by the full faith and credit of the GSE. This guaranty,
along with extremely favorable risked based capital rules, makes MBS both
liquid and profitable for investors (including US banks). Traditionally these

MBS were sold to investors in the US and, starting in the 1980's, in large
quantities to investors around the world. While the income stream and
profit potential is relatively steady, it is small compared to the income stream
and profït potential from placing the same mortgage in Fannie or Freddie's
mortgage portfolio. The MBS guarantee fee plus float averages 15-18 basis
points per year. The main risk from the mortgage guaranty business is

credit risk.
2. Portfolio investment business: both GSEs now operate huge mortgage

portfolios (a high of $1.58 trillion in 2003 and a combined $1.4 trillion at
mid-2008). This was not always the case. In 1990 their combined portfolios
were $136 billion, mostly in the hands of Fannie. While Fannie had
historically relied heavily on its portfolio, Freddie Mac relied primarily on its
MBS business until the 1990s. During the 1980s Freddie kept a relatively
small mortgage portfolio as a perfect hedge against its MBS business. The
lure of the portfolio is its opportunity for high revenues - the spread earned
on a mortgage held in portfolio can average 120-130 basis points (excluding
hedge gains). This is about 8 times the revenue available from the guaranty
business. Given the GSEs' low capital requirements, the highly leveraged
portfolios allowed for robust returns on equity in good times.

llaving a huge portfolio business has other advantages:

1. Tax exempt bond safe harbor: IRS rules allow a firm to invest up to 2o/" of its
assets in tax exempt bonds and deduct the interest used to finance them from
federal income tax. This adds perhaps another 4 basis points to the spread
earned on the entire mortgage portfolio. No portfolio - no 2"/o safe harbor.

2. Liquidify portfolio: back in the mid-1980s, pre-payments on Fannie's
mortgage portfolio were coming in faster than the money could be
redeployed into mortgage assets. Yet, Fannie wanted to keep selling its
66AAA" rated debt so as to maintain the predictabitity of its debenture
issuances in the marketplace. The liquidify portfolio was born. Cash raised
in excess of immediate needs was invested in lower rated assets so as to create
an arbitrage spread. Over time and even as the original need faded, the
liquidify portfolio grew to a huge size. Early in 2008 it was again ballooning.
The arbitrage profït it earns adds perhaps another 3 basis points to the
spread earned on the entire mortgage portfolio. However soured
investments such as Freddie's $1+ billion loan to Lehman Brothers create
their own havoc and losses. No portfolio - no need for a liquidity portfolio.

This incremental extra 7 basis points earned from tax exempt bonds and the
liquidity portfolio roughly equals the pre-tax profÏt opportunity on the MBS
business.



3. Both Fannie and Freddie developed sophisticated hedging operations which
ostensibly reduced the mismatch between 30 year fixed rate mortgage
investments (and unpredictable pre-payment speeds) and the shorter debt
used to fund the mortgages. Over time this added perhaps another 20-30
basis points in spread earned on the entire mortgage portfolio.

These three additional advantages made it harder and harder for other entities
holding mortgage portfolios (mainly banks and thrifts) to compete with the two
GSEs.

Given the attractiveness of mortgage portfolio returns, Fannie and Freddie's
appetite for mortgage portfolio investments became insatiable. Fannie and
Freddie started buying their own MBS for their portfolios. Then each
started buying each other's MBS. Eventually, they started buying 6óAAA"

rated traunches of private label sub-prime and Alt-A securities as

investments. The GSEs' total purchases in 2006 and 2007 of these private
label securities backed by risky loans are estimated at over $225 billion. At
one point during this period their combined purchases were estimated to
total30o/o to 50o/" of mortgage-securities issued by Wall Street.
Portfolio investing had yet one more advantage: the opportunity for
"managing" income. While accounting rules were such that this opportunity
was much greater in the early to mid-1980s, it was still a factor in the late
1980s and early 1990s. If one had a choice as to whether to add $5 billion to
its guaranty business or its portfolio business in July of a given year, part of
the decision process would be the fTnancial impact on the current year. Due
to the relatively small revenue impact for the current year (perhaps 5-6 basis
points) largely offset by reserving requirements, adding say $5 billion in
guaranty business would have little or no impact on current year income.
However, put the same $5 billion into the portfolio and the result is quite
different. Revenue for the 5 months might total60 basis points (somewhat
offset by reserving requirements). The incremental impact on current year
pre-tax income might be $20-$25 million.

As a result of all these advantages, the GSEs almost always out bid other financial
institutions for the mortgages they wanted to buy. Further, their appetites were so

huge their purchases had a distorting effect on the markets.

Current losses and past accounting scandals are just two manifestations of the
problems caused by the GSEs maintaining portfolios.

Fannie and Freddie have had outsized losses from its share of subprime and
alternative mortgages. In point of fact 507o of Fannie's andl"/t of Freddie's
recent mortgage write offs are a result of portfolio investments in Alt-A loans. For
example, as of June 30, 2008, Fannie had S307 billion in Alt-A mortgages on its
books, comprisingll.SYo of its mortgage exposure. These loans accounted for 507o

of Fannie's credit costs booked during the 2nd quarter 2008. In fact both GSEs
should have known better, as both had vast experience with the pitfalls of investing
in Alt-A loans in the late 1980s and early 1990s (back then they were known simply

4.

5.



as no doc/low doc loans). The l(all Street Journal in 1991 had a Page 1 story entitled

"Huste Makes... Quick Home Loøns Høve Become Another Banking Mess', Mozilo
was quoted as follows: "At one time, I was a prophet of low-doc. The problem is

that it went much too far. Human beings are basically rotten. If you give them an

opportunity to screw up, they will." The WSJ went on to report that Fannie
stopped buying no-doc and low-doc loans in October 1990 and Freddie did the same

in April1991. Clearly Fannie and Freddie did not learn from this earlier brush
with Alt-A/liar loans and the lending mess it created. Countrywide, still headed up

by Mr. Mozilo, was Fannie's largest customer, accounting for an amazing 29o/o oÏits
business in2007. It was also one of Freddie's largest customers. Mr. Mazilo proved
his own observation that if you give people an opportunity to screw up, they will.

But it gets worse. All told the GSEs invested about $1.6 trillion in subprime, Alt-A,
other default prone loans and private mortgage backed securities backed by
subprime and Alt-A loans. The GSEs even invested heavily in the 66AAA" traunches
of subprime mortgage securities. The GSEs hold aboutSl22 billion in mostly
66AAA" traunches of subprime mortgage securities (about l2o/" of all sub-prime
securities). Add to this the GSE's investments of approximately $77 billion in
66AAA" traunches of Alt-A mortgages. Alt told the GSEs are responsible for 347o

of outstanding subprime and 59o/" of outstanding Alt-A loans. These loans and
securities are causing outsized losses.

The lure of the portfolio's opportunity for outsized profits noted above come with
even bigger opportunities for outsized risks:

1. Credit risk - while generally the same as for the mortgage guaranty business,

investments in affordable housing loans tended to be concentrated in the
portfolio. In addition, all of the investments in 66AAA" rated traunches of
sub-prime and Alt-A securities were held on the balance sheet. These

investments would prove toxic.

The rest of the risks listed below are applicable to the mortgage portfolio and do not
apply to the mortgage guaranty business.

2. Interest rate risk: long-term fixed rate mortgages have the inherent risk of
pre-payment depending on the interest environment over the course of the
loan. The challenge for a portfolio investor is to initially fund for long
enough, but not too long. Fannie was almost brought down by the interest
mismatch in its portfolio in the early 1980s (see below for more on this brush
with insolvency).

3. Hedging risk: given the inherent interest rate risk of fixed rate mortgages,
the GSEs took to mounting ever larger and more sophisticated hedging
operations. However, hedging profits and losses can be quite volatile on a
quarterly and annual basis. Applying hedge accounting rules can easily
double or triple a quarterly profit or wipe it out. The GSEs solution was to
ttmanagett hedge profits and losses. In Fannie's case it ttmanaged" losses of
$11 billion and in Freddie's case it "managed' gains of $5 billion - as both
attempted to manage earnings.



4. Control risk: as their hedging operations became ever larger, more
sophisticated and more complex, fewer and fewer people understood the
hedging operation and the operations complexities outstripped accounting
systems and controls. This led to both GSEs being involved in accounting
scandals and paying large fines (Freddie paid $125 million in 2003 and
Fannie paid $400 million in 2006).

5. Basis risk: any portfolio investor in mortgages (both fixed rate and ARMs)
must anticipate not only the impact of future interest rate changes on its sale

of new debt to replace expiring debt, but it must factor in the potential for
changes in its basis risk (the spread between a benchmark security such as a

US treasury bond and the price paid by the portfolio investor). This risk was
recently demonstrated on August 19,2008 when Freddie sold 5 year notes at
113 basis points over a similar length US treasury bond. This was 44 basis
points higher than Freddie paid as recently as May 2008.

6. Market access risk: if basis risk increases to an unmanageable level, a
portfolio lender is then faced with market access risk. On a combined basis
Fannie and Freddie have over $220 billion in bonds due by September 30,
2008. These refundings will be a major test of the GSEs continued market
access.

7. Liquidity risk: if market access becomes closed off or limited to the GSEs,
they then face liquidity risk as their immediate cash needs cannot be covered
by itliquid or impaired assets.

8. Counter-party risk: the GSEs have a variety of counter-party risks relative
to mortgage insurance companies, defaulting or defunct lenders, and hedge
counter parties.

9. Risk from lack of investment diversity: unlike most financial guaranty
companies which invest their excess capital in highly rated and diversified
investments, the GSEs have invested most of their surplus capital in
mortgages. They have, in effect, doubled down.

10. Profitabilify risk: both GSEs invested heavily in tax exempt bonds and tax
credits. These assets are valuable to entities that have federal tax liabilities.
Since the 3'd quarter of 2007,the GSEs have lost a combined $15+ billion.
Their tax advantaged investments have now become another problem to be
addressed.

The shareholders of the GSEs benefTted mightily for 20 years from the GSEs
legendary take-no-prisoners lobbying efforts mounted to protect the GSEs' charters
and their mixed public/private structure. For example Fannie's stock increased
over 70 times between 1984 and December 2000, when Fannie reached its all-time
high. The shareholders were attracted by the irresistible lure of outsized profits
offered by portfolio mortgage investments made possible by the implied federal
guarantee and low capital requirements. The GSEs core goal was to protect the
immense fÏnancial benefits and leverage their shareholders derived from the implicit
federal GSE guarantee by offering up ever greater low and moderate housing
assistance to the powers on Capital Hill. Unfortunately the GSEs found that once
they started down this road; Congress had an insatiable appetite for this "off
balance sheet" housing aid. There wâs no turning back, the housing goals set by
Congress and the GSEs' regulator had to be met, even if it meant taking on ever



greater levels of credit risk. Eventually the GSEs mission included buying subprime
securities. Their charters had to be protected at all costs. The additional material
credit risks this entailed are noteworthy given that the companies were always
accused of being thinly capitalized and highly leveraged. The GSEs were faced,
whether they recognized it or not, with an incredibly difficult (and most would say

impossible) task of serving fwo masters: safety and soundness concerns as enforced
by its HUD regulator vs. low and moderate income housing mandates imposed by
Congress and enforced by its HUD regulator. Needless to say they failed the test.
(Elaborate on losses related to mandates and prior HUD interference.)

One has to ask whether it was the flawed nature of Fannie and Freddie and their
easy money lending practices that helped feed both the run-up in homes prices and
the eventual decline that we are experiencing today. It is absolutely critical that the
real reasons for the failure of the GSEs be analyzed. Otherwise we run the danger
of crafting a solution that takes us down the same road that led us to where \ile are
today. The bailout/rescue of the GSEs will be incredibly expensive. We need to get

it right the fírst time.

It has long been the GSEs desire to protect their remarkable charter advantages at
all costs and risks that led them to offer Congress ever larger promises of reverse

earmarks. Fannie's history is representative. In the mid- to late -1980s Fannie's
affordable housing efforts were substantial but low risk. Starting in the later part of
the 1980s Fannie decided to protect its charter privileges at all costs. This lead to
the following series of public pronouncements:

1. 1991 - CEO Jim Johnson announces Fannie's $10 billion "Opening the I)oors
to Affordable Housing" initiative.

2. 1992 - Congress decides it likes the ú'reverse earmark program", but seizes

the initiative from the GSEs. The deceptively named "Federal Housing
Enterprises Financial Safefy and Soundness Act of 1992" is passed which, for
the first time, mandates formal affordable housing goals and authorizes HUD
to set, monitor and enforce them. Congress sets three goals: low- and
moderate-income housing, special affordable housing, and underserved
areas. Congress has a new piggy bank and best of all it was off budget (or so

they thought). Act also establishes a weak FannieÆreddie regulator which is
housed in HUD.

3. 1993 - HUD sets its first set of affordable housing goals.

4. 1994 - CEO Jim Johnson announces a new goal of $1 trillion (yes trillion) for
its "Opening the Doors to Affordable Housing" initiative. A pattern of one-

ups man ship develops.
5. 1994 - Fannie opens the frrst local partnership offices. Eventually these local

out reach offices will blanket the country. The main goal was to seal the
charter deal with Congress. This becomes an aggressive ttreverse earmark"
program for members of Congress who support Fannie.

6. 1995 - HUD issues new regulations raising the GSEs' goals.

7. 1996 - Fannie opens a major new front in the t'reverse earmarks" \ilar when
it contributes $350 million in stock to the Fannie Foundation.



8. 1997 and following - Fannie and Freddie have new competition as a number
of the Federal Home Loan Banks (FHLBs) establish their own mortgage
purchase programs. The FHLBs are themselves GSEs. Their new programs
are designed to compete with Fannie and Freddie for the highest credit
quality loan originations. Over the next 10 years, hundreds of billions in low
risk loans are diverted from Fannie and Freddie.

9. 1998 - Fannie announces national roll out of its high risk, ultra low down
payment 97"/oLTY loan.

10. 2000 - HUD issues new regulations raising the GSEs' goals for the second

time. No matter how hard Fannie tries, HUD keeps raising the GSEs'
affordable housing goals.

11. 2001 - CEO Frank Raines announces Fannie's "American Dream
Commitment@, a ten-year, $2 trillion pledge.

12.2004 - HUD once again issues new regulations raising the GSEs' goals for the
third time. The new goals impose significantly higher percentages and
increased goals kick in for 2005 and for the first time mandates further
annual increases for each ofthe next 3 years (through 2008).

13.2006-2007 - In what would prove to be a self-administered death blow,
Fannie takes one more swing at meeting its affordable housing goals by
making over $350 bitlion in high risk subprime and Alt-A investments.

The fïnancial meltdown that led to the nationahzation of Fannie and Freddie is
directly attributable to the trillions of dollars in loans using loose lending standards
promoted by Fannie and Freddie to protect their charters as aided and abetted by
Fannie and Freddie's supporters in Congress and its erstwhile regulator - HUD.
One can say that this is a case of Congress and HUD making a more than willing
Fannie and Freddie drive the two companies into the ground - all in the name of
affordable housing.

Mr. Pinto is the former Executive Vice President and Chief Credit Officer of Fannie
Mae. He held this and other positions at Fannie Mae from 1984 - 1989. From 1974-

1982 he worked on affordable housing efforts at the Michigan State Housing
Development Authority
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Attachment 6 to Submitted testimony of Edward Pinto before IJS House of
Representatives Oversight Committee - I)ecember 9, 2008

US Mortgage Market: Sizing Total Subprime, Alt-A & Other Junk
Loan Exposure

Research prepared by Edward Pinto, erlinto@lenderres.com Date: 12.1.08

A. Subprime:

Allowing each individual originator to define on its own what constitutes a subprime loan was

found by banking regulators to be an unsatisfactory situation. In 2001 Federal banking
regulators gave "Expanded Guidance for Subprime Lending Programs":
(htþ://www.federalreserve.gov/Boarddocs/SRletters/2001/sr0104a1.pdf'):

"The term "subprime" refers to the credit characteristics of individual borrowers. Subprime

borrowers typically have weakened credit histories that include payment delinquencies, and

possibly more severe problems such as charge-offs, judgments, and bankruptcies. They may also

display reduced repayment capacity as measured by credit scores, debt-to-income ratios, or other

criteria that may encompass borrowers with incomplete credit histories. Subprime loans are loans

to borrowers displaying one or more of these characteristics at the time of origination or
purchase. Such loans have a higher risk of default than loans to prime borrowers. Generally,
subprime borrowers will display araîge of credit risk characteristics that may include one or
more of the following:

o Two or more 30-day delinquencies in the last 12 months, or one or more 60-day
delinquencies in the last 24 months;

. Judgment, foreclosure, repossession, or charge-off in the prior 24 months;
o Bankruptcy in the last 5 years;
a

(emphasis added) ; andl or
o Debt service-to-income ratio of 50%o or greater, or otherwise limited ability to cover

family living expenses after deducting total monthly debt-service requirements from
monthly income."

This list is illustrative rather than exhaustive and is not meant to dehne specific parameters for all
subprime borrowers. Additionally, this definition may not match all market or institution specific
subprime definitions, but should be viewed as a starting point from which the Agencies will
expand examination efforts (emphasis added)."

The use of a FICO score below 660 as a significant point of demarcation between prime and

subprimeloansgoesbackto 1995. AsnotedinJanuary 1997by Standard&Poor's,"...aFICO



score of 660 [is] the investment-grade score as defined in Freddie Mac's industry letter of
August 1995." (S&P Structured Finance Ratings, January 1997,p. I4).

Based on these sources, defining subprime as a loan with a FICO of less than 660 should guide
any effort to determine the other subprime loans beyond those described as such by originators.

1. Subprime loans denominated by the originator as such: The Fed Reserve of NY
maintains a database on subprime and Alt-A found at:

http://www.newyorkfed.org/regional/techappendix_spreadsheets.html#sub_loans

The Fed's database of subprime loans denominated as such by the originator is based on
Loan Perforrnance Corporation's subprime servicinglprivate securities databases which
track loans that are self-denominated by originators as subprime (LP Subprime
Database). While a FICO below 660 is a significant determinant (71% of such loans
have such a FICO), there are other characteristics used in this self-determination. The NY
Fed defines Subprime as:

"Compared with prime mortgages, subprime mortgages are typically made to
borrowers with blemished credit history or who provide only limited
documentation of their income or assets. Originations of subprime mortgages fell
sharply in the second half of 2007 and have been extremely light so far in
2008. Of the 3.3 million active subprime loans in the data at the end of 2007,
there were some 3 million loans for owner-occupied units with an average
outstanding loan balance around $180,000."

lt further adds:

"The underlying data do not represent every subprime mortgage, whether in
portfolio or in a securþ, or mortgage securitized in an alt-A pool. We estimate
that as of year-end2007, there were about a total of 7 million subprime loans.
The underlying data contained 3.3 million active subprime loans, suggesting a
coverage ratio of 47 percent."

These 7 million loans almost certainly meet one of more of the Federal bank regulators'
dehnition of subprime. Based on an average balance of $180K (see above), this
translates into $1.260 trillion. This compares favorably to MBA delinquency dafa
reporting 5.541 million subprime loans (excludes FHA) at 6.30.08, however the MBA
believes its database captures 85% of all loans, resulting in an MBA estimate of 6.52
million subprime loans. Using the same $180k per loan, this suggests $1.173
trillion. Since the MBA is from 6.30.08 while the NY Fed data is from 72.31.07, the two
sources appear to be very close.

2. Subprime loans denominated as prime loans but with FICOs below 660: Loan
Performance Corporation also maintains a prime loan database (LP Prime Database) that
predates the establishment of its LP Subprime Database. The LP Subprime Database and
LP Prime Database are mutually exclusive (confirmed by Loan Performance). All Fannie



and Freddie loans (regardless of FICO) are reported into the LP Prime Database only
(confirmed by Loan Performance). The LP Prime Database was setup in 1989 before the

use of FICOs, which were only developed in 1989 and did not come into general use in
the mortgage industry until 1995. It was populated by prime loan servicers and investors
(originally just Freddie, with Fannie added in 1991). The LP Prime Database is a mix of
Fannie and Freddie loans, other conforming loans, prime jumbo loans, FHA and VA
loans. As Fannie and Freddie started doing large volumes of loans with FICOs below
660, these were reported into the LP Prime Database along with their traditional prime
loans.

As noted earlier a FICO below 660 is the most clear cut determinant set out by the
Federal banking regulators as a characteristic of a subprime borrower.

o About TlYo or 5 million loans out of the NY Fed's 7 million subprime loan total
have a FICO below 660.r

o About 20Yo or 10 million loans out of Loan Performance's grossed up prime loan
total of 50 million loans have a FICO below 660.r'2

l"surprise: Sub-Prime Mortgage Products are not the Problem!" Percentages obtained
from Figure 1.

'LoanPerformance reports that the LP Prime Database has "fl]oan-level data on over
75%o of the nation's active first mortgages-more than 38-million-including all of
the Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac portfolios."

To convert the 10 million subprime loans contained in the LP Prime Database to dollars,
anaverage loan amount of $150,000 seems appropriate. Fannie and Freddie account for
49Yo or 4.9 million3 of the 10 million loans and have an average loan amount of about

$132,000, the other 5lYo are a mixture of many loan types including FHA (the original
subprime "lender", whose loans have somewhat lower balances) and jumbo loans (much

higher balances). $150,000 x 10 million: $1.5 trillion. Note: There are more subprime
"prime" borrowers with a FICO below 660 (10 million) than all subprime borrowers
denominated by the NY Fed (7 million).
3Fannie and Freddie are estimated to have $646 billion in loans with FICOs below 660.

At an average loan amount of $130,200

Table #1: Total Subprime exposure:

Type: # % of subprime/
o/o of all loans

Serious delinquency
rate

Loan Perforrnance
subprime grossed up

7 million 4r%t12% 17.85Yo"

Loan Perforrnance
Prime grossed up

10 million s9%1t7.5% 5o/o'

Total lTmillion t00%129.s%

BA
5Estimate based on Fannie's loans with FICOs <620having a serious delinquency rate of 6.74Yo

at 9.30.08. This estimate of 5Yo is likely low, as Fannie's subprime portfolio is relatively



unseasoned and its delinquency level is increasing rapidly (for Q2:08 the comparable rate was

s.48%).

Table #2: FannieÆreddie conventional subprime exposure:

B. AIt.A:

The NY Fed defines Alt-A as:

*Alt-A Mortgages defined: Loans marketed in alt-A securities are typically higher-
balance loans made to borrowers who might have past credit problems-but not severe

enough to drop them into subprime territory-or who, for some reason (such as a desire

not to document income) chose not to obtain a prime mortgage. In addition, many loans

with nontraditional amortization schedules such as interest only or option adjustable rate

mortgages are sold into securities marked as alt-A."

lt further adds:

"Our best guess is that 2.4 million loans in this portion of the data cover more than 90
percent of the pools marketed as alt-A. The loan dataare drawn from reports by the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System based on data from FirstAmerican
Corelogic, LoanPerforTnance Data.Data onthe number of housing units are drawn from
the U.S. Census 2000." and

"Although the term "alt-A" applies technically only to securities, not mortgages, it has

become common practice to refer to near-prime or non-traditional mortgages as "alt-A"
loans. The2.4 million alt-A loans in the data contained approximately 1.7 million loans

for owner-occupied units with an average outstanding loan balance around $300,000 at

the end of 2007;'

The above translates into 2.67 million Alt-A. Based on an average balance of $300K (see

below), this translates into $0.800 trillion Alt-A held in securities. The MBA does not have a
separate category for Alt-A. This defrnition does not include Fannie and Freddie's Alt-A loans.

Fannie Freddie Total#lYo of
subprime

Conventional loans Subprime Private Label
Mortgage Backed
Securities

0.24 million 0.56 million 0.8 milliorV5%

"Prime" loans <660

FICO
3.05 million 1.85 million 4.9 millionl29%

Total 3.29 million 2.41 million 5.7 millionl34Yo



Fannie and Freddie Alt-A loans total $0.497 billion comprising 2.9 million loans not covered by
the NY Fed and $77 billion in private MBS tranches (450,000 loans) already included in the NY
Fed estimate.

This brings the total for Alt-A to $1.3 trillion and 5.6 million loans. Fannie and Freddie's share

of 3.35 million is 607o based on loan count.

C. Total for all junk loans: 25.1mitlion loans out of 57 million 1't
mortgages (44o/o) or $4.63 trillion:

FannielFreddie's portion of conventional junk loans: 10.1 million loans out of 25.1 million
junk L't mortgages (40%).

The Loan Performance and the MBA both estimate that there are about 57 million l't
mortgages.6 The 25.1 million junk loans are distributed as follows:

. Subprime: 17 million of which Fannie and Freddie are responsible for 5.7 million or
34o/o of all subprime loans.

o Alt-A: 5.6 million of which Fannie and Freddie are responsible for 3.35 million or
60"/o of all Alt-A loans.

o Other junk: 2.5 million loans consisting of many negatively amortizing ARMs
(Option ARMs),Interest Only ARMs, Original LTY >90o/o, and piggy back seconds

not included in the above. Fannie and Freddie responsible for 60o/" of all other
junk
o $262 billion (1.5 million loans) - $198 billion for Fannie and $64 billion for Freddie.
o $350 billion estimate (1 million loans) Wachoviahas$122 billion of pay-

option/potential negatively amortizing ARMs (Wachovia calls them pick-a-pay).
These are not subprime, not securitized, and not held by Fannie or Freddie. They are

certainly junk loans. Other uncounted junk loans can be found at B of A (from their
Countrywide purchase) and'WaMu ($53 billion, these assets are now owned by
Chase), and IndyMac (specializedinAlt-A, now owned by the FDIC). A rough guess

is that this adds at least another $350 billion in junk loans.

6Fannie and Freddie have a total of 30.6 million loans, plus 1.25 million in PLMBS traunches;

for a total of 31.85 million loans. 10.55 million or 33%o are high risk.
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Fanniel$reddie conventional subprime. Alt-A, and other default prone loan exposure by loan count:
Prepared by Edward Pinto, December 1' 2008

Deføult prone
conventional loøns:

Fannie Freddie Total # of loans

A. Subprime: Subprime Private Label Mortgage
Backed Securities:

0.24 million 0.56 million 0.8 million

"Prime" loans <660 FICO: 3.05 million 1.85 million 4.9 million
Total: Subprime 3.29 million 2.41 million 5.7 million/34% of all

subnrime

B. AIT-A: Alt-A Private Label Mortgage
Backed Securities:

0.172 million 0.273 million 0.45 million

Alt-A loans 1.79 million 1.08 million 2.87 million

Total: Alt-A 1.96 mìllion 1.35 million 3.32 million/S9% of all Alt-A

C. Other defoult prone
loans:

Option ARMs, original LTV>90"/o,'
piggy back seconds with combined
LTY>90o/o

1.11 million 0.37 million 1.48 million

Total: Other default
Drone loans

1.11 million 0.37 million 1.48 míllìon

D. Total (all øbove

deduped for overlaps)

6.36 million 4.08 million 10.5 millíon loans/l9% of all
outstanding loans
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Freddie
Mac

V1þ make honE possible*

Our debt funding program accesses diverse pools of
global capital

Geographical area lnvestor type

Other
1%

lnsurance &
Pension

6%Europe
Other
10%

Central Bank
42%

Bank
11%

N. America
49o/o lnvestment

Manager
31%

i{ote Data reflects orders placed in our USS Reíerence Notes@ securities s;rnclicated bono ieais

Source. Fredoie Mac Data íor the i2 morl:ìis elceo Sep:enrber 30 2008.
52
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